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CMS 40 

Ultra new. Ultra compact. 

CMS SM6 SM8 SM11 
series 

Joining the critically (and real-world user] acclaimed CMS 65 and CMS 50, is the ultra new, ultra 
compact CMS 40 Active Monitor. And when we say compact, we really mean it. Measuring no 

more than 9” high and featuring front porting, it can [unlike certain other speakers) be placed 
almost anywhere - even flat against a wall. Yet don’t let it’s diminutive size fool you, this baby 

packs a mighty big punch with a market leading 25 watts Class AB power. 

Handcrafted in France www.focalprofessional.com 



No compromise, no secret, only Focal patented technologies 

Aluminum/Magnesium 
inverted dome tweeter 

The now famous inverted dome tweeter has been a Focal benchmark for more than 

20 years. This tweeter design is the only one to offer uniform movement of the entire 
dome, thanks to optimum mechanical coupling between the cone and the voice-coil. 

This technical solution makes the difference when listening as it’s the only solution 

that combines soundstage width and precision. The Aluminum/Magnesium alloy 

combines excellent damping and high-rigidity resulting in outstanding impulse 

response (extended frequency response over 28kHz at -3dB!). 

The in-house R8cD and manufacturing of the tweeter offers a significant advantage: 

the possibility to act on each component of the driver. From the voice-coil, to the 

suspension, up to the magnet, everything is fully adjustable in order to get an ultra-

linear frequency response curve from the design itself. This neutrality from design 

allows the use of a much simpler crossover, free of signal degradation. 

Listen to your music, not to your speakers 
As with all Focal CMS monitors, it’s the audio integrity and supreme, transparent nature of the sound that really stands out and set’s 
these monitors apart. And it’s this level of sonic performance which you should insist upon. After all, you put a lot of work into creating 
your music. Why endanger the end result by compromising? 

Focal Professional North America / Audio Plus Services - Tel.: 800.663.9352 



The Next Time You Need Music Gear, 

Let 
Earn Your Trust 

Music Instruments & Pro Audio 

And Many More! 

sweetwater.com 

■ Over 1,000 high-quality cables from 
40 manufacturers 

A-Designs 
AEA 
Allen & Heath 

Antares 
Antelope Audio 
API 

Apogee 
Apple Computer 

Auralex 
Avalon Design 

Avid 
Avid VENUE 

Benchmark 

Blue Microphones 

Bock Audio 
Bricasti Design 
Cakewalk 

Chandler Limited 

Coleman Audio 

Crane Song 
Creation Station 

Crown 
Daking 
Dangerous Music 

DPA 
Drawmer 

Dynaudio Acoustics 

Earthworks 

Empirical Labs 
Euphonix 

Event 

Eventide 
Focal 
Focusrite 

Furman 
Genelec 

Glyph Drives 
GML 

Grace Design 
Great River 
JBL 

Lauten Audio 
Lexicon 
Lucid 

Lynx 
McDSP 
Manley 
Martinsound 
Millennia 

Monster Power 
MOTU 

Neumann 

PreSonus 

QSC 
RME 
Royer 

RSS 
Rupert Neve Designs 
Shure 
Sennheiser 

Solid State Logic 
Sony 
Steinberg 

Summit Audio 

TC Electronic 

Tannoy 
Toft Audio 

True Systems 
Tube-Tech 

Universal Audio 

Vintech 

Waves 

Sort by length, brand, price, or popularity 

FREE shipping on nearly all in-stock cables! 
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Sweetwater has the professional gear you need, 

with pro-caliber service to match! 

You're dedicated to getting the best gear possible to handle the job at 
hand. And at Sweetwater, we're glad to be a positive part of that process 
for you. Whether it's your first order or your hundredth order, we always 

work hard to earn your business. You are our number one priority, 
period — and we'll do whatever it takes to get you the gear you need, 

when you need it, every time. Call us today. 

in 3 Easy Steps 
sweetwater.com/cablefinder 



“I deal with Sweetwater because I don’t have the time or money to 
blow on unnecessary gear. I need friendly, expert advice and the 
right products the first time. Sweetwater delivers! ”— Gary T. 

FREE Shipping 
We offer the 
best shipping 
deal in the 
industry — 
most items ship FREE! What's more, 
we work hard to turn around orders as 
quickly as possible, so you'll get your 
gear as soon as possible. 

“This was my first time shopping with Sweetwater, and it was the 
best experience I've ever had from a music store! Consider me a 
customer for life! ” — Sahar M. 

“From the Sales Engineer to the packaging materials, Sweetwater 
gives the impression you really appreciate and want my business. 
That s' refreshing in today s’ market, where the consumer is often 
treated like he s an inconvenience. ” — Brenda C. 

“In a world filled with suppliers, Sweetwater s’ staff always stands 
out. Although lam a small customer, I always feel they CARE about 
my business. ” — Jack D. 

“Excellent service and products! Your sales staff knows what they 
are talking about and are very helpful. ” — Brian 0. 

FREE Professional Advice 
Our staff is made 
up of highly trained 
pros who love gear 
as much as you do. 
They’re happy to help 
you find what works best for your 
particular setup. 

FREE Tech Support 

Hav®. SweetCare ■ Questions www sweetwater com support 

about your gear after you've 
received it? Our Tech 
Support team is here to help. 
We also offer a wealth of 
online resources you can 
access anytime. 

FREE 2-year Warranty 
You won’t 
find this kind 
of protection 
anywhere 
else! We automatically cover your 
gear for the first two years after the 
purchase, giving you added peace of 
mind. 
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^EASY 
INPAYMENTS 

Logic Studio 

(800) 222-4700 

Stretch Out Your 

Gear Payments 

Now, you can add that 
mixer, guitar, keyboard, 
microphone, or other piece 
of gear to your setup — and 
fit the payments comfortably 
into your budget! Our 3 
Easy Payments plan lets 
you stretch your purchase 
over three easy payments, 
using your current Visa. 
MasterCard, Discover, or 
American Express card. 

MANLEY .SIAM! 
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Windows® Life without Walls™ Dell recommends Windows 7. 

If you can imagine it, 
you can create it. 
Set your imagination free - and bring your most amazing 
ideas to life - with Dell Precision ™ workstations. 

In the studio and now on the road, you have the power to keep up with 
your ideas and stay on top of your schedule. 
• Speed your way through the most complex tasks with powerful multi-core processors. 

• Collaborate, multitask, render and more - with a system ISV-certified to run 90 applications 
including Autodesk" Maya® 2011, Autodesk® 3ds Max' and Adobe® CS5. 

• Keep your software and hardware working seamlessly with optional Dell ProSupport * - your 
single point of contact to over 75 software vendors - for fast, efficient problem resolution. 

Learn More ► Call 1-866-310-3355 or visit www.dell.com/smb/imagine 

* Windows? 
Professional 

Windows® 7 Professional operating system makes the things you do every 
day faster and easier. With fewer clicks, faster searching, easier browsing, and 
simpler ways to connect, there's less between you and what you want to do. 

* Availability and terms of Dell Services vary by region. For more information, visit www.dell.com/servicedescriptions 



FROM THE.EDITOR 

Mixing and Matching in L.A. 

hings really do come together in Los Angeles. New York has broadcast and 

Broadway and music and energy. Nashville has the players, the studios, the 

tradition and the soul. But Los Angeles has everything in entertainment like no other place 

on Earth. I was reminded of this on a recent trip to our cover facility, Universal Mastering 

Studios West, the same day I stopped by Sony Pictures Studios in CulverCity for a visit with 

re-recording mixer Greg R Russell. That's when it hit me. 

Greg is an extraordinary talent, with 13 Oscar nominations and a credit list that, while 

skewed toward big-budget action pictures in the past few years, reads like a snapshot of 

Hollywood over the past two decades. He did all the Spiderman films and is Michael Bay's 

go-to guy. He’s also done Memoirs of a Geisha and Cloudy With a Chance of Meatba/ls, 

so the guy has range. I was there to talk about Salt, the Angelina Jolie—starring, Phillip 

Noyce-directed thriller, which you will read about next month. He and his mix partner, Jeff 

Haboush, were doing a first pass at backgrounds, with the final still a few weeks off. But it 

turns out that he had just finished a three-week mix on the Kenny Chesney concert film and 

he was jazzed. "It brought me back to my music roots," he told me, referring to his years at 

Evergreen and around Los Angeles in the 1980s. "I loved it!” 

Chesney, apparently, had decided to take the summer off after 10 straight seasons on 

the road. He still wanted to have something for his fans in 2010, so during the summer 

2009 tour, he shot multiple stadium shows in 3-D and brought multichannel sessions (60 

tracks of 5.1 crowds) to the Cary Grant Theater this past spring for a full-blown theatrical 

mix. He had never been in a dub stage of that level; Russell had not mixed a concert film of 

that scope. It turned out marvelously. 

“This was completely foreign to him," recalls Russell. “But he has an incredible ear 

and it was very clear that he wanted the audience to feel like they were at a concert—that 

energy. We used the surrounds a lot to push that crowd presence while maintaining clarity. 

We panned instruments left and right quite a bit. There are 22 songs, strong songs, intercut 

with voice-over and slideshows and backstage footage. Smoothing those transitions, with 

the crowd washing into the 'verbs, was probably the biggest challenge. Then you have those 

classic moments where the camera cuts to the B3 or the dueling guitars, and you pull that 

out. Classic film and music touches. And I have to say, the remote engineer, Frank Pappa-

lardo, gave us some stellar tracks." 

Live recording, big-time country music, full-blown 3-D film mixing (now on DVD)—it 

truly does combine the best of all worlds. Music mix engineers can mix concert films, no 

question, but when Sony paired one of its top artists with one of its top film mixers, they 

truly got the best of all worlds. And it all came together in Los Angeles. 

P.S. From the small-world category: Hanson Hsu, who designed this month’s cover 

facility, was once Russell’s chief engineer at the Cary Grant Theater at Sony. You gotta love 

LA. 
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TALKBACK 

Kudos for Total Access Recording 
I just wanted to say that I have been recording at Total Access Recording 

[profiled in the May 2010 issue “Sessions” section] with Wyn Davis for 

20 years, and it is one of the great rooms in the Los Angeles area. The 

entire staff and facility is of the highest quality I have ever worked with. 

The sound of my drums coming out of there is equal to none. Wyn 

Davis has the ears that every artist wants and needs. Our band, Native 

Son, has just completed our debut CD, which was recorded at Total 

Access. Another nice perk is that it is right off the ocean in Redondo 

Beach, Calif. It doesn't get any better than Total Access Recording! 

John “JR" Robinson 

Now Hear This 
I enjoyed "Tech’s Files: Do You 

Hear What I Hear" in the April 

edition of Mix. It brought to mind 

how radio and sound reproduc¬ 

tion have changed over my life¬ 

time. It doesn't matter much to 

me anymore because of the many 

years I spent listening to music in 

the upper decibels, which has left 

me with almost no ability to hear 

at all. That is something young 

engineers should give a lot of 

thought to, but they don’t. 

I grew up in the '30s and we 

listened to the radio, which had 

a 4-inch speaker cone activated 

by something that looked like 

the magnets and coils of an ear¬ 

phone; there was no bass there 

at all, but it was, however, very 

intelligible. As years went by, we 

graduated to a 5-inch speaker 

with a voice coil and the sound 

became better. Much larger 

speakers were made with field 

coils to make an electro-magnet, 

with enormous windings pow¬ 

ered by a few hundred volts. They 

were an improvement. Then 

somewhere along the way, the 

TRF [Tuned Radio Frequency] 

receiver changed to the Super¬ 

heterodyne [circuit]. 

Field coils were replaced with 

Alnico permanent magnets, and 

companies like Zenith Radio put 

12-inch speakers in its floor mod¬ 

els that pushed bass [frequen¬ 

cies] and we headed toward hi-fi. 

Soon, audiophiles discovered 

Edwin Armstrong's FM with no 

noise and a bandwidth out to 

20k. David Sarnoff [president of 

RCA/NBC] wouldn't buy it be¬ 

cause he had too much invested 

in Armstrong's earlier invention 

of the Superheterodyne. Arm¬ 

strong then jumped off of the 

RCA building to his death, never 

to see his beloved FM become 

a reality. Then came World War 

II and all progress stopped until 

the late ’40s. Amplifiers and 

speakers improved. The general 

public became aware of better 

sound: The LP with its micro¬ 

groove and stereo [capability], 

and the 45 [rpm vinyl record] 

adding a higher speed for better 

[audio] quality still. 

We were jumping ahead fast 

and then something happened— 

the transistor radio—and we 

were back to the early ’30s with 

tiny, tinny speakers. And even 

worse, we stuck speakers in our 

ears, like the miserable hearing 

aids I wear. Then came the CD 

with sampling rates that were too 

low to make even their synthetic 

sound equal to analog. Want 

more? How about MP3? Wel¬ 

come to the 21st century. 

I’m not going to jump off any 

buildings, but I am glad I’m not 

in the recording studio business 

anymore. 

David S. Gold 

Gold Star Recording Studios 

"Tech's Files" author Eddie Ciletti 

notes: “TRF was patented by 

Ernst Alexanderson in 7976 and 

was made obsolete by the mid-

Jos once vacuum technology 

had advanced enough to make 

Superheterodyne practical. Super¬ 

heterodyne was invented during 

World War I by Edwin Armstrong, 

who also invented FM." 

Songwriting School 
Thank you for Cary Eskow's 

compelling piece on the record¬ 

ing of Stephen Bishop's "On 

and On” ["Classic Tracks," 

April 2010 issue]. The article 

details Stephen’s time in a 

pair of songwriting classes at 

The Songwriting School of Los 

Ascnhgoeolel.sc o(wmw)w, w.thheicsho ongpwenrietdin gits 

doors in 2009. In the piece, 

the school is incorrectly named 

"The Songwriting Institute of 

Los Angeles." 

The Songwriting School of 

Los Angeles is devoted to the art¬ 

istry and industry of songwriting. 

We have a professional recording 

studio on-site, with a Steinway 

B grand piano in the live room. 

We feel especially humbled and 

grateful that writers of Stephen 

Bishop’s caliber and character 

have spent time and energy toil¬ 

ing at their art with us. 

Rob Seals 

The Songwriting School of Los 

Angeles 

Critical Listening, 
Plus Mastering 
I was tempted to respond to 

that "eye-opening” editorial 

(“From the Editor: The Mis¬ 

understood Part of the Record 

Process,” December 2009). I 

don't see anyone explaining why 

mastering engineers can hear 

so well. It’s not in the equip¬ 

ment they use; it's in their train¬ 

ing, preparation and knowledge 

of how to listen critically! This 

means listening intently with 

an empirical ear and coming to 

logical conclusions. 

When it comes to macro¬ 

dynamics, atmosphere, finer 

details, soundstage depth, natu¬ 

ral ambience and proper presen¬ 

tation of musical dynamics, the 

mastering engineer can show 

his/her broad musical back¬ 

ground, deep scientific knowl¬ 

edge about physical processes, 

technical expertise and overall 

artistic taste. 

Mastering at home? Then 

why not perform brain surgery at 

home? Many specialized schools 

and universities offer courses on 

critical listening (and some exist 

online). I believe that D.I.Y. home 

studio owners would greatly 

benefit. 

I can't stop wondering why 

so many fellow musicians feel 

ashamed to seek a professional 

service and keep denying such 

obvious necessities. 

Borislav Dimitrov (aka Boro) 

HiZ Productions III 

Nashville engineers and studio owners: How 

did your studios weather the floods? We want 

to hear your stories. Email mixeditorial@ 

mixonline.com. 
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Introducing 
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I/O Card for Yamaha Mixing Consoles 

The WSG-Y16 brings cutting-edge low latency, high precision 
SoundGrid technology to Yamaha mixing consoles. 
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Process 16 channels of audio using Waves award-winning 
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ON THE COVER 

Universal Mastering Studios West 
n the Mix December 2009 issue, our for-

f mer L.A. editor, Bud Scoppa, dropped in on 

- Universal Mastering Studios West in the 

old Hanna-Barbera building on Cahuenga. What 

he described for the two main rooms—the sound, 

the physics, the dimensions—sounded simply too 

good to be true: a spacious, rectangular room, with 

a client-friendly producers couch and unlimited lis¬ 

tening spot. For mastering? 

Soin anticipation ofthis month’s cover, UMSW 

Studio B, we flew down to Los Angeles for a listen 

with the Universal team and the facility designer, 

Hanson Hsu of Delta H Design Inc. 

Avoiding the three main support beams in the 

core structure, Hsu proposed a doughnut model, 

with a central production space surrounded by 

administration and support offices. Studios A 

(32X2ixn-foot ceiling) and B (28.5x21x11) form one 

side of a core, with high ceilings and floated floors. 

The other side houses five production rooms, 

where editors handle everything from quality assur¬ 

ance to sequencing of catalog material to the most 

robust metadata tagging that you might imagine 

from the world's largest music company. It’s a 

space designed for workflow and critical listening, 

handling every format known to audio, with proj¬ 

ects ranging from the 1930s to last week. It’s both 

high-volume and highly detailed. 

"We wanted a client-friendly space, one that 

was large enough for people to spread out and still 

be able to make critical mastering decisions,’’ says 

director of studio operations Nick Dofflemyer. "We 

started with the type of work that the label needed. 

First, there is the restoration work—the removal of 

unwanted anomalies, the metadata tagging and 

the quality assurance. Then we have existing Uni¬ 

versal and third-party label work for new material, 

both with clients and over the Internet. And finally, 

we’ve found a growing market in multitrack stem 

mixing/mastering for Cuitar Hero and Rock Band 

[videogames]. That's become big, and it's one of 

the reasons why we built Studio A slightly larger.” 

Once Hsu submitted his initial plans based on 

his proprietary Zero Reflection (ZR) Acoustics’ , the 

proposal started moving up the Universal chain. 

Dofflemyer shepherded the process through legal 

and the executive committee, eventually getting 

sign-off from Vinnie Freda. Part of that process 

involved sending engineers and execs to listen to 

other ZR rooms around town. The final acceptance 

came once mastering engineers Pete Doell and Er-

From left: Universal Mastering 
engineer Pete Doell, studio manager 

Nick Dofflemyer and Grammy-winning, 
mastering engineer^HHt Labsen in the 
spacious—and rectangular—Studio 2, 

with Lipinski monitors in the background 

ick Labson, and technical engineer Ed Abbott, gave 

an enthusiastic nod to the ZR concept. 

"The ZR theory came out of a studio we de¬ 

signed for Mike Shipley in 2003,” Hsu says. “Mike 

wanted to mix at home on an [Avid] ICON, but he 

didn’t want to give up space with angled walls, 

floated floors and a dropped ceiling. So we literally 

went back to the drawing board and looked at the 

reasons why bass builds up in the corners, for in¬ 

stance, and we simply removed those reasons. 

“It's applied physics, geometry and quasi-cha-

otic mathmatics. Any more details, and you have to 

sign an NDA,” he says, laughing. 

During the next six years, Hsu built dozens of 

ZR rooms, each offering a generational change— 

not in the ZR principles, but rather with finessing 

and detail in the speaker interaction and room di¬ 

mensions. He says that the concept works across 

all types of performance spaces and all sizes. 

UMSW is DHDI’s first mastering client. 

“UMSW's management made it clear they 

wanted no EQ in the room,” Hsu says. "Translation 

issues were critical, from the production rooms 

to the mastering rooms, and from the mastering 

rooms to the world at large, meaning other studios 

and the consumer. Once we got up and running, 

the reaction was, 'How did you make three drasti¬ 

cally different-sized rooms sound the same?'" 

Studio B (pictured on the cover) is Labson's 

home. A 19-year veteran of Universal, Labson took 

home a Grammy this year for a Little Walter box 

set on Chess. He makes use of a Dangerous Audio 

controller, SonicStudio 304 converter/cpu interface, 

SoundBlade DAW, and a lean but highly profes¬ 

sional collection of outboard gear. After extensive 

listening tests, he settled on Lipinski 707A Signa¬ 

ture Series monitoring, powered by Lipinski L-3OiV 

amps on the towers and L-300S on the subs. 

Studio A is home to Pete Doell, who has been 

with Universal for six years and met Hsu when they 

were both over at Sony Pictures. He has the same 

workstation and monitor console, a similar collec¬ 

tion of great processing gear, Pro Tools for mixing, 

Sonic Blade for mastering, and Dynaudio M3 mon¬ 

itors with custom amplication and cabling. 

“The relationships we form are everything,” says 

Dofflemyer. “Erick has enormous skills and brings 

a level of trust with the client and a demeanor that 

instills confidence. Pete with six years of mastering 

and extensive background in tracking and mixing, 

brings a flexibility that is so important. Plus, he's a 

musician and has a great sense of humor." 

"When we set out to do this, we asked our¬ 

selves, ‘What do these engineers need?'” con¬ 

cludes Hsu. “We decided the answer was to re¬ 

move the room acoustics from the equation. En¬ 

gineers have to translate content, transducers and 

room acoustics to achieve their final mix. We need 

to make their job easier so that they are completely 

free to listen to only content and transducers. No 

room. Zero Reflections. That’s what a ZR Acous¬ 

tics® room does.” 

For exclusive video interviews in the UMSW stu¬ 

dios, visit mixonline.com. Ill 
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Chrk Inrri-Alon 

the CHRIS LORD-ALGE 
ARTIST SIGNATURE COLLECTION 

6 application-specific audio plugins, 
created in collaboration with Grammy®-winning 
mixing engineer Chris Lord-Alge 
(Green Day, U2, Nickelback) 

MAKE IT ROCK. 

JJP Guitars JJP Strings S Keys 

JJP Cymbals & Percussion JJP Drums 

JJP Vocals JJP Bass 

JACk 
JOSEPH 
PU¡C 

THE JACK JOSEPH PUIG 
ARTIST SIGNATURE COLLECTION 
6 application-specific audio plugins, created in 
collaboration with iconic Grammy’ -winning 
producer/engineer Jack Joseph Puig 
(John Mayer, Goo Goo Dolls, Lady Gaga) 

WAVES Available separately and in Waves Mercury. waves.com 



URREN T 
compiled by Sarah Benzuly 

Dr. Fritz Sennheiser, 
1912-2010 
Dr. Fritz Sennheiser, the founder of Sennheiser Electronics, passed away just 

a few days after his 98th birthday in May. His years of innovation, combined 

with a warm sense of caring and creating a close-knit family atmosphere at 

work, live on in the company he started 65 years ago. 

Born in Berlin on May 9, 1912, Sennheiser's father wanted him to study 

landscape architecture, but after the 1929 stock market crash, the 17-year-old 

saw little future in landscaping and instead entered the electrical engineering/ 

telecommunications program at Berlin's Technical University. After attaining 

his Ph.D., World War II broke out and Sennheiser continued his research, 

heading the Institute for Radio Frequency Engineering and Electroacoustics 

in Hannover. 

In 1945, post-war Germany was in shambles. In June of that year, Sennheis¬ 

er founded “Laboratorium Wennebostel" with a staff of seven employees in an 

abandoned laboratory of Hannover’s Technical University. German scientists 

were then prohibited from doing research in radio technology, so Sennheiser 

used his savings to create a business making millivoltmeters for Siemens. 

"We had a stroke of luck," Sennheiser told Mix in 2005. “Siemens asked if 

we could make microphones for them.” After building mies for Siemens, the 

team began designing its own mic and in 1947 debuted its MD 2, dynamic 

mic. The company grew and expanded into other products, such as amps, 

intercoms, transformers and headphone capsules. Based on a lab model de¬ 

veloped in 1949, the company’s 1956 MD 82 was the first shotgun mic. A 

move into wireless mic production followed a year later. 

By 1958, the company had 450 employees and had changed its name to 

Clinton Recording Closes 
10th Avenue Studio 
As of June 30, Clinton Recording (New York City) closed its doors to its lo¬ 

cation at 653 10th Ave. "Our intention is to continue operations at a new 

location in the near future, and we look forward to maintaining all of our val¬ 

ued relationships,” said Ed Rak, studio president. For additional information, 

contact Tara Hemsey at 212-246-2444 or clintonrecording@aol.com, or visit 

www.clintonrecording.com. 

Sennheiser Electronic. Sales grew tenfold, but Sennheiser always returned to 

the community, splitting his time between running the company and teaching 

at Hannover Technical University—a tradition continued by his son, current 

company chairman, Prof. Dr. Jörg Sennheiser. 

In 1982, on Dr. Fritz Sennheiser's 70th birthday, the management of the 

company was transferred from father to son, but this did not change Senn¬ 

heiser Electronic's role as a technology leader. The company has received 

numerous accolades, including a 1987 award from the Academy of Motion 

Picture Arts & Sciences for the industry-standard MKH 816 shotgun mic and a 

1996 Emmy for developments in RF wireless. 

Sennheiser is successful, but the business integrity instilled by Dr. Fritz 

Sennheiser remains a priority. Son Jörg Sennheiser once refused a lucrative 

deal to produce some 200,000 weatherproof mic capsules when he real¬ 

ized they were to be used as land mine triggers. This concern for others 

has always been the company way, a policy dating back to the early days of 

Labor W, when Dr. Fritz Sennheiser invested his savings to create jobs for 

his co-workers. 

Dr. Fritz Sennheiser leaves behind a vast legacy of innovations and many 

friends throughout the world. He will not be forgotten. 

Industry News 
PreSonus (Baton Rouge, LA) news: Stephen 

Fraser was named COO, and John Bastianelli 

executive VP of product management... Pierre 

Laporte ills the sales manager position at Merg¬ 

ing Technologies (Switzerland) Alan French 

returns to CEDAR Audio (Cambridge, UK) as a 

forensic specialist...News at Mike Reagan Mu¬ 

sic (L.A.): Brandon Violette. VP, new business 

development; Jenn Shundo manager, new busi¬ 

ness development; and Gareth Coker, assistant 

composer. ..Harman (Elkhart. IN. offices) appointed Jim Garrett to 

market manager for the company’s Mark Levinson, Lexicon, Revel 

and JBL Synthesis brands...New K-Array and HHB product specialist 

at Sennheiser (Old Lyme, CT) is Jake Carter Auralex (Indianapolis) 

adds these application specialists: Paul Miller. Ryan Gibbons and 

Amy Claire. ..New distribution deals: )Z Microphones (Riga, Latvia) 

appoints Finish distributor Studiotec. One Systems (Nashville) taps 

Millar Electronics for the Southeast; and L-Acoustics (Oxnard, CA) 

names Lightone as its rep in Israel. 
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An Instrumental History Lesson 
The recently opened Musical Instrument Museum (Phoenix, themim.org) 

comprises a igo.ooo-square-foot building with two floors of galleries and 

a collection of more than 10.000 instruments and associated objects from 

around the world. The galleries feature advanced wireless technology and 

high-resolution video screens that allow patrons to see the instruments, 

hear their sounds and observe them being played in their original settings. 

Each exhibit was assembled 

by five expert curators with 

consultation by ethnomusi¬ 

cologists, organologists and 

other field experts. 

Ml M's Artist Callery fea¬ 

tures musical instruments 

linked to musicians and music 

innovators, as well as video of 

concert footage, photographs, 

onthemove 
Who: Jason Carson, Record Plant VP 
of operations 

Main responsibilities: day-to-day 
operations, including technical, fi¬ 
nancial and engineer/running staff. 

Previous Lives 

• 2005-2010, Record Plant chief engineer/technician 

• 2003-2005, Record Plant staff engineer 

The oddest thing I've experienced while working at 
Record Plant was...so many, it's hard to pick one; every 
day is a new adventure. 

If I could have been a fly on the wall for any recording 
session (real or imagined) it would be...Derek & The 
Dominos' Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs. Hands-
down, no question. 

What I'm currently listening to: Patty Griffin's Douin-
touun Church. 

When I'm not at work, you can find me... 
at the nearest golf course. 

costumes and other special items. Highlights include the Steinway piano 

on which John Lennon composed "Imagine”; Carlos Santana’s custom Ya¬ 

maha guitar with Buddhist inlay motifs; Eric Clapton’s “Brownie" Fender 

Stratocaster guitar played on the Layla and Other Assorted Love Songs al¬ 

bum; George Benson’s Gibson Johnny Smith model; and more. 

Spanning the two floors of the museum is a 299-seat music theater 

that will host performances, films and seminars about musical traditions 

from around the world. An adjacent recording studio allows MIM to cap¬ 

ture live recordings of those performances. 

Studio Unknown Update 
In the new music industry, indie artists are at the helm of their own ships, 

taking on the responsibility of financing, recording and marketing their 

projects. That said, the name of the game has become finding innovative 

ways to save money. Aside from the whole D.I.Y. movement that we are 

all familiar with, there’s another trend emerging, and it’s one that keeps 

recording engineers in the equation—albeit outside of the studio. 

This month's featured listing 

from the new online-only Mix 

Master Directory (directory.mix¬ 

online.com/mmd) 

Peabody Conservatory 
of The Johns Hopkins University 
The Peabody Conservatory of The Johns Hopkins 

University, in conjunction with the G.ULI.C. Whiting 

School of Engineering 

at Hopkins, offers a 

unique double-degree 

program: the Bachelor 

of Music in Perfor¬ 

mance and Recording 

Arts and Sciences. 

peabody.jhu.edu 

/recordingarts 

ARE YOU LISTED? 

MAKE SURE AT DIRECTORY.MIXONLINE.COM/MMD. 

Mix 
Master 
Directory 
Spotlight 
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GEAR STORIES 

Cockroaches and SM58S 
CULT OF INDESTRUCTIBILITY 

■ In order to survive in a post-apocalyptic world, you must be pre¬ 

pared. You must pack the essentials: water, matches and, of course, 

an SM58. Forget the Swiss Army knife. The Shure SM58 is a hammer, 

a weapon, a spoon, a pestle, a dildo, a scepter—and a damn good 

mic on just about everything. 

After Armageddon, nothing will be left but cockroaches and SM58S. 

If you are not getting a signal out of the SM58, don't blame the mic. 

These mies are so rugged they rarely fail. The only time an SM58 has ever 

failed me was when we accidentally blasted one with a shotgun during 

the recording of Tool’s Undertow album. We had miked up a couple of 

clunker upright pianos in the back garage at Hollywood’s Grandmaster 

Recorders, then proceeded to shoot them and smash them apart with 

sledgehammers and axes while the tape rolled. After recording, we real¬ 

ized that one of our mies had unfortunately been placed in the line of fire. 

We were in complete disbelief that the SM58 was dead. So inspired and 

moved by its service, we gave it an honorable burial. 

Shure unveiled the SM58 in 1966 to replace the Unidyne 565, a popu-
Silversun Pickups' Brian Aubert sings into an SM58 in concert. 

lar mic with a hinged base that screwed securely onto the mic stand. 

Creating a durable mic that could be easily unclipped and carried onstage 

revolutionized the performances of first-generation rockers, and the in¬ 

troduction of the new SM58 allowed legendary singers like Roger Daltrey 

and Mick Jagger to get up-close and personal with their audience. The 

Who onstage with Daltrey swinging that mic from the end of its cable 

and Townshend spinning windmills with his guitar became iconic images 

from the remarkable ’60s rock era, made possible by the SM58. 

mies needing no external power supply to operate. The price on the SM 

Series mies usually runs below a C-note, and because they last forever, 

they are often found used for half that. They are absolutely the most rec¬ 

ognizable and most frequently imitated mies in the world. Are they also 

the most underappreciated mies in all of studio-dom? 

Apparently, some studios are just too good to have either SM57S or 

SM58S. Once upon a time, Larrabee Sound in Los Angeles was such a 

place. Yes, they had AKG C 12s, Neumann U47S and U87S, and dozens 

Shure's Dynamic Duo 
The label "SM" in the SM58 and in the name of its streamlined twin, 

of other fancy tube and condenser mies, but they were maybe just a little 

too snooty for these lowly Shure workhorses! So when Englishman Tim 

Palmer requested an SM57 for David Bowie's vocals during the produc-

the SM57, stands for Studio Micro¬ 

phone. These two mies are literally 

identical except for the differences 

in the grille cover. The SM57 has 

a small, plastic vented cap, while 

the SM58 has a large, round steel¬ 

mesh cover for durability and to 

cut plosives and wind noise. There 

is a slight sonic difference between 

the two mies because of the shape 

of the caps, with the SM57 having a 

more pronounced low-end roll-off. 

The SM Series is still made today, 

and Shure also offers supercar¬ 

dioid versions with the Beta Series 

57A and 58A. These are all dynamic 
Sylvia's "special” SM57, still retaining David Bowie's vocal spit 
from the Tin Machine sessions 

tion of the first Tin Machine album— and 

Larrabee did not have one— I graciously 

offered to rent him mine for the project. 

I still own that Tin Machine SM57 today, 

but its studio use is now restricted. The 

mic is kept in a special bag to prevent un¬ 

authorized engineers from compromis¬ 

ing the Bowie DNA that most certainly 

has been retained in its grille cap. 

Their legendary longevity has raised 

the SM57 and SM58 to nearly cult sta¬ 

tus, with Websites and videos created 

to celebrate their indestructibility. But 

their sonic performance onstage and in 

the studio is where these two mies really 

shine. I have learned to always rely on 
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The Saffire Range 
THE ONLY INTERFACES WITH THE FAMOUS FOCUSRITE SOUND 

At the heart of any good interface are great Mic Pre Amps. Focusrite have been designing mic-pres for 25 years. 

It's what we do. We design the best mic-pres and interfaces in the business. Focusrite - The Interface Company. 

I 

LIQUID Saffire 56 
Our flagship interface combines Liquid technology with Saffire PRO firewire interfacing to 

deliver a host of authentic pre-amp flavours, seamless software integration, a vast i/o count 

with excellent routing flexibility and future-proof, rock-solid driver stability. 

+ Two Liquid Pre-amps, each allowing you to choose from ten classic emulations 

+ Total I/O count of 28 Inputs and 28 Outputs, including 8 Focusrite pre-amps 

+ Professional 24 bit / 192kHz digital conversion, with JET PLL Jitter elimination 

Saffire Mix Control - powerful and intuitive software 

control that features throughout the PRO range. 

Saffire PRO 40 
The Focusrite Saffire PRO 40 has eight Focusrite mic-pres, eight line inputs, 

and a host of digital i/o. There are also two discrete headphone buses, 

a dedicated stereo output and a pair of unique loopback' inputs. 

+ Eight Focusrite mic-pres, based on a 25-year pre-amp legacy 

+ Professional 24 bit 196kHz digital conversion, with JET PLL Jitter elimination 

+ ZeRO-latency intuitive DSP Mixer/Router with quick one-click set-ups 

Saffire PRO 24 
Two Focusrite mic-pres. based on an 

unparalleled pre-amp legacy 

With an ADAT input. Saffire PRO 24 provides 
a vast i/o count for the money 

Xcite+ bundle features 1 gig of loops, 
Ableton Live 7 Lite, and more. 

For further information: (310) 322 5500 

Saffire PRO 24 DSP 
VRM - simulate different monitors and rooms, 

just using your headphones 

Two Focusrite mic-pres. delivering extremely 
low noise and distortion. 

Onboard DSP-powered, latency-free EQ. 
Compression and Reverb 

Saffire 6 USB 
Two Focusrite mic-pres capture every 

subtle nuance of your sound 

Features four phono outputs and flexible 
monitoring for laptop DJs 

The best sounding, best performing 
interface in its class 

Focusrite 



SM57S for a number of studio jobs. On drum kits, I’ll often have one on 

the top of the snare and sometimes on a hi-hat to cool its attitude. On 

electric guitar speaker cabinets I'll use a Shure SM57 with a Sennheiser 

421. I especially like the SM57 on acoustic guitar for a woody percussive 

rhythm sound. And, of course, the SM58 rules for vocals, especially on 

screaming and effect vocals where the singer cups his hand around the 

grille to give it an explosive sound. Very exciting! 

The biggest SM58 studio revelation came to me from a Smashing 

Pumpkins session that I engineered with producer Rick Rubin during the 

Adore era. Rick requested we do a blind listen test to determine which mic 

was best suited for Billy Corgan’s sometimes whiney vocals. We put up 

14 microphones: Telefunken 251; Neumann U47, FET47, M49, U67, U87; 

AKC C 12, C 12A, C 24, 414; Sennheiser 421; Oktava MK219; and a Shure 

SM57 and SM58. We recorded Billy singing the same verse in the song, 

one mic at a time. We then listened back without knowing which mic we 

were hearing. The unexpected winner was the SM58, followed closely by 

the Telefunken 251—$35,000 worth of mies in the room, and the win¬ 

ner was the pedestrian SM58 microphone. Who figured the hot-turkey 

sandwich would satisfy such a refined palette? No capers! No reduction 

sauce! Please! 

So how do you explain the popularity of the SM58? We sometimes 

forget that the musician’s performance can be more important than the 

choice of equipment you are using to capture it. A recording microphone 

that is consistently good and time-tested will step out of your way as 

you record. The technical barriers between artist and listener become in¬ 

Roger Daltreg and Pete Townsend of The Who—longtime SM58 users 

visible. Gear matters, but performance matters more. Stop thinking so 

hard! It's not about what is outside, but what is inside. 

When the apocalypse comes and the dust settles, the only things left 

will be cockroaches, SM58S and now that I think about it, probably Keith 

Richards, too. The SM58S shall inherit the Earth. All hail your dynamic 

overlord! Ill 

Sylvia Massy is the unconventional producer and engineer of artists includ¬ 
ing Tool, System of a Down, Johnny Cash, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Tom 

Petty and Prince. She is a member of the NARAS PolE Wing Steering 

Committee and Advisory Boards, and is a resident producer at RadioStar 

Studios in Weed, Calif 

MUSIC IS YOUR PASSION. MAKE IT YOUR CAREER. 

If you're serious about a career in audio recording, you need to attend a recording school that is as 

committed to your success as you are. The Conservatory of Recording Arts and Sciences teaches you (888) 273-6412 
on state of the art recording equipment in eight world-class studios, six labs, and a 6,000 square 

foot live sound room. Study under seasoned Gold and Platinum award winning 

instructors who know what it takes to succeed. 

Earn certifications on industry-standard software like Pro Tools, Logic Pro, 

Rational Accoustics Smaart, Waves, and more. Receive a laptop pack¬ 

age loaded with software and our CRAS Connect curriculum delivery 

system that gives you 24 hour access to the educational tools you'll 

need to make your CRAS experience a success. And before you graduate, 

you'll complete an internship at an industry location you help choose. 

www.AudioRecordingSchool.coni/niix.html 

2300 E Broadway Road 
Tempe, AZ 85282 

1205 N Fiesta Boulevard 
Gilbert, AZ 85233 
(satellite facility) 

Studio In-A Bag 
laptop package. 
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Yamaha Commercial Audio digital mixing consoles 
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by Cary Eskow 
The impact chassis mas designed for the audio 
professional from the ground up bg the engineers 
at PCAudioLabs. 

Thinking -. 
based DAW? If so, what kind of numbers did you have in mind, and 
unless you’re a geek, have you thought about where you'll go to have 
your workstation built? Questions surrounding the practicality of 64-bit 
DAWs and whether or not Windows 7 is ready for prime time abound. I 
went out and got some answers for you. 

1 won’t, however, get into the Mac vs. PC slugfest. If you’re dedi¬ 
cated exclusively to the Mac platform, this piece probably isn’t for you. 
On the other hand, if you’ve used PC machines or are intrigued by Win¬ 
dows 7 and are looking to extend your network, you may find something 
of value in the research I conducted while deciding whether this was 
the time for me to discard the dual Opteron I’ve been using for the past 
five years. I did purchase a quad-core Windows 7 machine in December 
2009, and the results have been extremely gratifying, though as you’ll 
see, moving into the 64-bit world is not a trouble-free procedure. 

Three major players in the digital audio workstation industry pro¬ 
vided critical input as I researched this article. Why anyone would want 
to slog through the unavoidable hassles involved in integrating software 
from multiple companies with hardware and a new operating system 
is beyond me. Mark Nagata and Ryan Ouchida of VisionDAW (www. 
visiondaw.com), ADK Pro Audio’s (www.adkproaudio.com) Chris Lud¬ 

wig and Tom Bolton of PCAudioLabs (www.pcaudiolabs.com) were on 
top of every issue relating to the state of the DAW industry. The advice 
and post-purchase support you’ll get from a respected vendor makes the 
margin they add to the ticket price well worth the investment. 

I priced out three systems from each manufacturer. All of the com¬ 
panies’ computers were in the same general price range, but there were 
differences in the cost structure. (We’ll let you kick the tires for yourself 
when you’re ready to make a purchase.) Most striking was how inexpen¬ 
sive the technology has become and how modest the difference in cost is 
between the beefiest computers (intended for the full-blown audio post 
composer in particular, who has high-res video requirements) and the 
more modest units, which also deliver performance radically superior 
to anything previously available. 

The information I received from Vision DAW, ADK Pro Audio and 
PCAudioLabs was almost entirely synchronous. All were extremely 
helpful, and I thank them for participating. Please note that the pric¬ 
ing of these computers does not include a keyboard, mouse or monitors. 
(Full Disclosure: I purchased my computer from ADK Pro Audio based 
on the relationship I’ve had with this company over the years.) 

Look Before Leaping 
Before you begin pricing systems, are you even sure you need a new 
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Dynamic Duo 
APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

Combining the ART PRO MPA II™ Class-A tube microphone preamp with the PRO VLA II™ tube driven Vactrol®-based Compressor / Leveling 
amplifier creates the ultimate two-channel input solution for critical audio applications. The PRO MPA II offers variable input impedance, selectable 
tube plate voltage, comprehensive metering and the ability to do true mid/side miking techniques ensure unmatched flexibility while delivering 
unmatched warmth, presence and clarity to any analog or digital recording. The PRO VLA II uses an Opto-electronic circuit coupled with a 12AT7 
vacuum tube in the gain stage making it the ideal dynamic control device capable of delivering a far more musical, natural sounding and 
sonically transparent compression than competitive units in its class. 

PRO MPA II 
TWO CHANNEL TUBE MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER 

• Variable Input Impedance For Flexible Microphone Voicing 
(150 Ohms To 2400 Ohms) 

• Selectable Plate Voltage 
• Large VU Meters 
• Backlit Function Switches 
• Discrete Class-A Input Microphone Preamplifier 
• Low Noise at Lower Gain Settings 
• Extremely Low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) 
• Wide Frequency Response 
• Additional Front Mounted Instrument Input Jack 
• Supports Mid/Side Miking Technique 
• Operates at +4dbm/-10dbv Output 
• Selectable Stereo/Dual Operation of Output Controls 
• Automatic Instrument Input Selection 

PRO VLA II 
TWO CHANNEL VACTROL/TUBE LEVELING AMPLIFIER 

• VCA-Less Vactrol Opto-Compression Design 
• Mastering Quality Audio Signal Path with Tube Gain Stage 
• Enhanced Link Mode — While in stereo link mode, channel 1 level control acts as 
a master output level and channel 2 becomes a balance control between them. 

• optimizing the PRO VLA II tor use as a mastering tool 

• Variable Threshold, Ratio & Output Controls 
• LED Backlit VU Input/Output Level Metering 
• LED Metering Indicates Both Average Level And Peak Hold 
• Accurate Ten Segment LED Gain Reduction Metering 
• +4dBu/-10dBu Mode Switch Optimizes PRO VLA II For Interface 
with Professional or Consumer Grade Components 

• Active Balanced XLR And 1/4-lnch Inputs & Outputs 
• Toroidal Transformer Reduces Mechanical & Electrical Hum 
Vactrol® is a registered trademark of Perkin Elmer Optoelectronics 

For more information on any ART products including the ProVLA II, please visit 

www.artproaudio.com 



IT S ALL IN THE MIX 
ANALOG - DIGITAL - NEVE - SSL - TRIDENT - FAIRCHILD - TELEFUNKEN 

* 
Resident Producers 

Sylvia Massy & Rich Veltrop 

We mix, re-mix and solve mixing problems. 
www.radiostarstudios.com | mailuradiostarstudios.com 

financing available (530) 938-1108 

PC? In my case, 1 should note that mine was 
one of the earlier 2.1GHz dual Opterons. Six-
ty-four-bit operating systems like Windows 7 
allow you to load as much memory inside an 
application as you have in your computer, but 
adding RAM to take advantage of this was not 
an option because the processors inside vin¬ 
tage dual Opterons can’t handle the cycles. 
However, if you purchased a dual Opteron 
in the past year or two, throwing in a total of 
8. 16 or even 24 gigs of RAM, updating the 
driver on your audio interface and getting 
the 64-bit applications of your favorite soft¬ 
ware (which are becoming more available all 
the time) might make a lot of sense. Even my 
antiquated computer had no problem loading 
multiple soft synths, including all of the Na¬ 
tive Instruments modules that are a staple in 
the Komplete 6 bundle that many composers 
rely on. (It did creak when I loaded bulked-up 
products like Omnisphere.) The point is, you 
may be able to make a minimal investment 
and garner the advantages of working in the 
64-bit realm. 

If you’re a composer who works in the 
film and television world, do you use a bal¬ 
anced mixture of soft synths and samples, 
or is your template heavily weighted toward 
orchestral samples—including large librar¬ 
ies like the Vienna Symphonic Library Cube 
and East West’s PLAY Engine-based prod¬ 
ucts? If you fall into the latter category, you’ll 
want to take advantage of the fact that hard 
drives have dropped dramatically in price. 
The rule of thumb today is that it’s best to 
leave at least a third of any given hard drive 
empty. Spreading your large libraries across 
multiple drives that haven’t been saturated 
with samples yields the best streaming and 
I/O performance. 

Thinking ahead is always a good idea. 
Ryan Ouchida of VisionDAW says, "Ninety 
percent of our clients find the need to add 
additional workstations to their studio.’’ If 
you’re purchasing a new interface rather than 
porting over one you already own, make sure 
it has I/O capacity that will allow you to ex¬ 
pand easily in the future. You may even want 
to turn your current computer into a strictly 
mixing environment; that way, software like 
the Waves line, which is not yet available in a 
64-bit format, will remain inline. 

System One ($2,000 to $2,500) 
You get a lot more for this amount of money 
than ever before, as I can readily attest. Expect 
to cop an Intel Core i7 860 2.8GHz processor, 
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The ADK Quad Xtreme features a 6 Core 17 Extreme, an Intel X58 chipset USB 
3 and SATA 600. 

eight gigs of RAM, a couple of 5OO-gig SATA 
drives. Windows 7 Pro 64-bit OEM (some 
manufacturers distinguish their systems in 
part by those including only the 32-bit ver¬ 
sion of Win 7). a DVD burner and a hard disk 
management system—all loaded into a tow¬ 
er or rackmounted box that is much quieter 
than the one you may currently own. Because 
I don’t have film producer clients walking into 
my home studio. I saved about $150 by going 
with a garden-variety video card. Check out 
the warranty that comes with your system, in 
particular the length of time that you’re en¬ 
titled to phone tech support. 

By the way, there’s no need to get over¬ 
ly obsessed in trying to compare processor 
speeds from machines built in different eras. 
I was surprised to learn that a quad core like 
the one I eventually bought (running with a 
2.8GHz processor) would allow me to do up 
to 10 times more work than the 2.1GHz ma¬ 
chine I previously owned, but Ludwig says it’s 
possible to overvalue this spec. “Actually, the 
processor speed has never been the most criti¬ 
cal factor compared to the memory and chip 
set speed and efficiency," he explains. “When 
AMD was in the lead, they had a slower CPU 
speed but a faster memory and chip set tech¬ 
nology. Intel recently improved the speed of 
the underlying chip set, memory controllers 
and overall bus communication. As a result, 
clock speed doesn’t have to be cranked up so 
high, which, among other things, adds to the 
heat that the computer generates." 

I used to create full-blown orchestral 
scores using instruments from VSL Cube, 
East West’s Symphonic Orchestra and the 
SONiVOX Symphonic Instruments collection. 
It’s hard to believe, but I’d load one VSL patch 
(from the double basses up) at a time—maybe 

two—record a section of eight bars or so as 
discrete audio tracks, build up from there and 
move on to the next section. 

I was in the middle of writing a woodwind 
quintet when my new computer arrived, and 
I loaded up VSL Level Two presets of all of 
these instruments into a Cubase 5 64-bit proj¬ 
ect. Level Two presets include lots of samples I 
don’t use (scalar runs, for example), but I want¬ 
ed to see how many I’d be able to load into my 
machine, which I purchased with eight gigs of 
RAM. Why not 12, 16 or 24 gigs? RAM buying 
is essentially a futures market. Right now, it’s 
fairly expensive. I’m betting that it will drop in 
the future, at which time I’ll add more. 

After loading up all five instruments, 
plus one instance of Altiverb 6 (to which Cu¬ 
base 5 gains access through its own bit bridge 
because Altiverb currently exists only in 32-
bit format), I checked the Win 7 RAM meters 
(little icons that model old European-style au¬ 
tomobile gauges) and found that I was using 
less than 60 percent of my RAM and my pro¬ 
cessor was taking less than a 20-percent hit. 
Wow, what an improvement! 

System Two (Around $3,200) 
Start climbing up the price scale, and your In¬ 
tel Core ¡7 860 processor gets swapped out for 
a 950 running at 2.8 GHz. How much differ¬ 
ence will this make? 

Back in the Stone Age, if you bought a syn¬ 
thesizer or an early synth/sample playback unit 
like the Korg M-l or Roland D50, you knew ex¬ 
actly what you were getting in terms of memory 
and the number of sounds that could be loaded 
at one time. Today, none of the sample manu¬ 
facturers will go on record making recommen¬ 
dations with respect to any one computer nor 
tell you precisely how much RAM is required 
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to use their products because each musician cre¬ 
ates his/her own workflow, which is impossible 
to predict. The ratio between CPU cycles, RAM 
and even the answer to the gold-plated ques¬ 
tion—whether we’ve finally arrived at the point 
where a single DAW is sufficient—is to a large 
degree dependent on what libraries you use. 

"Depending on your configuration, 24 
Gigabytes in a single DAW may be the way to 
go,” says VisionDAW’s Nagata. “Your system 
will not be processor-bound because of the ef¬ 
ficiency of the VI sample engine, for example, 
if that’s the sound set you primarily rely on. If 
you're like David Newman and have a sound 
set dedicated to one sample engine [PLAY, in 
his case], then we can configure a system to 
load that template onto one machine and play 
it all with some overhead—processor, audio in¬ 
terface and OS tweaks. But. say you have PLAY 
orchestra with all the keyswitched patches, VI, 
NI and Aria all loaded with orchestral librar¬ 
ies. In this scenario, you’ll more than likely 
become processor-bound extremely quickly. 
In this case, all the loading into memory ca¬ 
pability won’t help because you are out of CPU 
cycles. You would be better off with multiple 

sampler workstations, dividing the load with¬ 
out trying to load up a single massively config¬ 
ured workstation.” 

System Three ($3,800 to $4,400) 
At this point, you’re most likely going to own 
a dual Intel quad-core Xeon E5520 processor¬ 
centered machine running at 2.26 GHz. This 
will effectively give you 16 CPU cores using In¬ 
tel’s hyperthreading technology. Major audio 
programs such as Cubase 4/5, Nuendo 4 and 
SONAR will all take advantage of Xeon’s mul¬ 
tithreading. You now have at least 16 Gigabytes 
of RAM loaded into your box, a higher-res vid¬ 
eo card and the ability to load and organize up 
to four screens at one point. 

These are theoretical models, but the dis¬ 
tinctions blur once you begin to tailor a com¬ 
puter to your needs. For example, you may not 
need the fastest processor but will require ex¬ 
tra drives. Mixing and matching components 
to taste is the key. 

Is 64-Bit Ready for Everyday Use? 
Getting closer, and not soon enough. I had 
no problem finding 64-bit drivers for my 

The new Windows 7 operating system 

RM E Fireface 800 interface and MOTU MIDI 
Timepiece. Many companies—Spectrason-
ics, VSL and East West among them—offer 
both 32- and 64-bit drivers for their prod¬ 
ucts, but be careful because some compa¬ 
nies (though none of those I just mentioned) 
are less clear about driver installation than 
they should be. While installing products 
from several companies that to date only of-
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fer 32-bit versions of their material, I made 
the error of placing the .dlls into Steinberg's 
64-bit VST plug-in folder, making a copy of 
these .dlls and dropping them in the 32-bit 
VST plug-in folders. A no-no, according to 
Chris Ludwig, who took a look at my system 
via a remote-control session several weeks 
after 1 bought the computer. 

"Many of these manufacturers assume 
that the customer has knowledge he shouldn’t 
be expected to have,’’ Ludwig says. “This is a 
good example. Putting 32-bit .dlls in Stein¬ 
berg’s 64-bit VST plug-in folder may work, but 
in the long run, it will bog down the system 
and lead to instability." Ludwig helped me out 
of another deep hole. The CD Burn function of 
WaveLab 6 wasn’t working, and Steinberg tech 
support simply told me that WaveLab 6 doesn’t 
support Windows 7. During our remote ses¬ 
sion. Ludwig navigated his way to Steinberg’s 
FTP site and downloaded a component that 
rectified the problem. 

“1 would like to see the end of 32-bit op¬ 
erating systems altogether,” adds PCAudio-
Labs’ Tom Bolton. “It’s time that we move on 
to 64-bit computing completely. Offering 32-
bit versions of new operating systems such 
as Windows 7 allows the audio hardware and 
software industry to drag its feet on releas¬ 
ing 64-bit versions of their products, which is 
seriously stifling innovation. By continuing 
to offer 32-bit operating systems, the move 
to 64-bit is optional and therefore tends to be 
considered unnecessary.” 

What if you want to make the move to 
the 64-bit universe but need to access some 
of your 32-bit plug-ins? Your main sequenc¬ 
er may, like Cubase 5, have its own method 
of addressing them, but there are other op¬ 
tions. If you rely heavily on VSL products, 
you may want to check out Ensemble Pro, 
VSL’s hosting and mixing environment. This 
app lets you load up VSL products and those 
from many other manufacturers. I created 
a template that included Absynth 4, Stylus 
RMX and Omnisphere—all 64-bit plug-ins. 
Side-by-side with the 64-bit version of En¬ 
semble Pro, you can run a 32-bit instance 
to shelter all of your 32-bit plug-ins. Ensem¬ 
ble Pro acts like a wrapper within your host, 
giving even a 32-bit digital sequencer the 
ability to use 64-bit plug-ins. Best of all, you 
can invoke the Preserve function and move 
between projects without having to reload 
the samples that form your template, even 
if they’re residing in a network comprising 

multiple computers. 

The Time Is Now 
There is value to mining deeper into the science 
and theory that girds computer technology. It can 
help you decide whether you want to build a com¬ 
puter with 7.200 rpm SATA drives or climb up to 
the 10,000 rpm level. But before you make a deci¬ 
sion, you should do some research, ask the ex¬ 
perts a few questions and make a purchase based 
on confidence and price—and have someone to 
yell at if things don’t work out! 

Having tried to create complex sampled 
scores on single-computer DAWs for years, 1 can 
report that we have finally arrived at the point 
(notwithstanding the advantages of multicom¬ 
puter networks that Nagata mentioned) where 
a single computer can handle enough detailed 
sample sets in real time and with effects to make 
that dream a present-day reality—even if you 
choose to purchase the least expensive computer 
designed for sample-based compositions III 

Gary Eskoiv is a contributing editor to Mix. 
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zCAudio Aether ($249.95) 
Version 1.5 of the Aether self-modulating 

algorithmic reverb from 2CAudio 

§ (www.2caudi0.com) features a re-

vamped GUI, 2x and 4x oversampling, 

§ 64-bit DSP, band-limited interpola-

tion, variable-quality modes, mid/side 

modes, complex stereo modes and 

§ more. Two $24.95 options are the Aether 

Integrity Expansion, with an additional 

S 160 presets of realistic spaces, such as 

§ rooms, churches, halls and chambers; 

and the Aether Creativity Expansion, 

with 150 thematic presets, huge spaces 

and effects. It’s available for Windows 

VST hosts (32- or 64-bit) for XP/Vista/ 

Win 7 and 32-bit VST or AU for Intel-

based Macs OS X 4.11 and higher; an 

S RTAS version is planned. 

BIAS SoundSoap Pro 2 ($599) 
SoundSoap Pro 2 (www.bias-inc.com) offers super-intelli¬ 

gent adaptive noise-reduction with four restoration tools 

in a single plug-in—including new Adaptive technology 

for automated broadband noise removal—with advanced 

controls for removing unwanted hiss, room noise, electri¬ 

cal hum, rumble, clicks, crackles and broadband noise with 

minimal artifacts. SoundSoap Pro 2 is designed for AU, 

RTAS/AudioSuite and VST formats for use with Mac (OS 

10.3.9 and higher) and Windows (XP/Vista/Win 7) hosts. 

CEDAR DNS One ($3,750) 
DNS One, CEDAR’S (cedaraudio.com) first software-based 

dialog noise-suppression plug-in, is available in RTAS for¬ 

mat for Pro Tools HD and LE (Mac OS X and Windows). It 

offers the same audio quality and performance as the com¬ 

pany’s DNS1500, DNS2000 and DNS3000. A DNS Control 

System GUI lets users control as many instances of DNS 

One as the user’s host system can support, plus up to 126 

instances of DNS2000 and DNS3000. It is fully integrated 

with Pro Tools' automation and hardware control surfaces, 

such as the ICON, D-Control and D-Command. 

TOP N€W STUDIO PLUG-INS 
TO SAY THAT RECENT YEARS HAVE BROUGHT AN EXPLOSION 
of third-party DSP plug-ins is an understatement. A range of companies both 
new and old have released dozens of products, feeding the industry’s un¬ 
quenchable thirst for new sounds and effects. At the same time, the number of 
high-quality plug-ins bundled with DAWs continues to rise. As the new saying 
goes, "You can never have too many plug-ins.” 

With this in mind, we went through this surge of products that debuted or be¬ 
gan shipping in the past year and whittled the list down to the fave new plugs we’d 
want to add to our virtual racks. Prices range from free to thousands of dollars, so 
there’s something for everyone’s taste and budget. If you’re interested in checking 
these out for yourself, most companies offer time-limited or demo versions of their 
products to audition and evaluate on your own system. 



Intelligent Devices 
Marshall Time Modulator 
($149) 
This software version of the classic 

Time Modulator Model 5402 (designed 

by the late pro audio legend Stephen 

St. Croix; www.proaudio.intdevices. 

com) pushes modulation effects far 

beyond their original intent. The plug-in 

provides two separate delay lines with 

their own volume, phase, pan and a 

joint feedback control—all processed 

with analog-modeling algorithms to 

capture the sound of the original. Once 

modulation is added, the delays can 

be continuously swept from minimum 

to maximum time over the LFO rate 

and—unlike the mono original—can 

create complex stereo effects. It’s avail¬ 

able in VST versions for Mac/PC; an AU 

version is in beta testing at press time. 

starting point for tweaking everything from vocals and guitars to synth, bass and percussion. 

In addition, every plug-in parameter can be finely tuned to achieve the desired sound. Scarlett 

works under VST, AU and RTAS hosts, and runs on Macs and PCs. 

Focusrite Scarlett ($99) 
This pro software suite provides compres¬ 

sion, gating, EQ and reverb plug-ins for 

tracking and mixing. Scarlett's user interface 

features the red-anodized look of Focusrite’s 

(www.focusrite.com) famed Red Series pro¬ 

cessors. Each plug-in in the suite has fast 

and easy-to-use presets, providing a great 
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IK Multimedia AmpliTube 3 
($349) 
AmpliTube (www.amplitube.com) is a 

next-gen release offering more than 160 

pieces of gear, including 51 stomp boxes 

and effects, 31 amplifier/preamp/power 

sections, 46 speaker cabinet models, 

15 high-end stage and studio mies, and 

17 post-amp rack effects. A slick GUI 

upgrade allows simple drag-and-drop 

changing of mic positions, while its open architecture lets users add more packages as 

needed, including AmpliTube Fender and Ampeg SVX. Other improvements include 70 

reworked models within the AmpliTube Metal and AmpliTube Jimi Hendrix package, a new 

collection of bass gear models and an improved preset-management/keyword system. 

Elysia Niveau Filter (Free) 
Designed for tweaking a signal's overall 

sonic character, Niveau is the filter sec¬ 

tion of Elysia's mpressor plug-in. It’s 

intended for applications where a shelv¬ 

ing filter is too limited and a fully parametric EQ is too much, and simultaneously boosts a 

signal's HF component while attenuating the low frequencies (or vice versa) around a user-

specified center point. The plug-in is available in RTAS, VST and AU formats with installers 

for Mac OS and Windows. It's a free download from www.elysia.com. 

■ l»l 

Celemony Melodyne Editor 
($346) 
Able to operate as a plug-in or stand¬ 

alone, Melodyne Editor is intended for 

tweaking wayward notes up or down 

microscopically in pitch without affecting 

the rest of the performance. Previously, 

pitch correction was only practical with 

monophonic music tracks, but with 

Celemony's (www.celemony.com) DNA 

(Direct Note Access) technology, users 

can virtually reach into a chord and nudge 

a single note up or down in pitch, adjust 

its start time or amplitude, or mute it en¬ 

tirely. Melodyne Editor runs with most— 

though not all— recent Mac/PC DAWs 

that support VST, AU or RTAS. 

iZotope Alloy ($249) 
Alloy (www.izotope.com) is a completely 

configurable and self-contained plug-in suite 

with six essential sound-shaping effects: 

equalizer, exciter, transient, dynamics, de-

esser and limiter. Alloy provides these useful 

dynamics and sound-shaping effects in a 

self-contained, completely configurable in¬ 

terface. More than 150 macro-presets handle 

specific mix situations, and a Multiband 

mode can apply processing independently in 

up to three frequency bands. An uncluttered 

GUI adds to the appeal of this cross-platform 

Mac/PC plug-in, available in AU, RTAS, Au¬ 

dioSuite, VST, MAS and DirectX formats. 

Lexicon PCM Native 
Reverb Bundle ($1,899) 
This collection provides seven Lexicon 

(www.lexiconpro.com) reverb algo¬ 

rithms designed to deliver the highest 

level of sonic quality and function 

while offering all the flexibility of native 

plug-ins. Reverbs include Vintage Plate, 

Plate, Hall, Room, Random Hall, Con¬ 

cert Hall and Chamber, and the bundle 

ships with some 950 versatile studio 

presets. This cross-platform native 

plug-in is compatible with Windows 

XP/Vista/Win 7, as well as Mac PPC/ 

Intel OS 10.4 or higher. 
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NEW PLUG-INS 

Neyrinck V-Mon Version 2 ($599) 
Now shipping, Neyrinck’s (www.neyrinck.com) 

V-Mon Version 2 is a comprehensive surround 

monitoring plug-in system for Pro Tools HD Accel 

systems, with monitoring and metering for up to 10 

5.1 stem (or six 7.1) inputs, eight stereo aux inputs, 

four talkback inputs and two listen-back inputs. 

V-Mon provides calibrated output control for up 

to four 7.1 speaker systems, one stereo downmix, 

eight cues, stereo and stem metering for external 

hardware, and a surround send/return plug-in that 

allows inserting external processing—such as 

Dolby’s DMU or DP750—into the monitor chain. 

The system integrates with TAC Systems’ VMC-101 

remote controller ($1,795) for hands-on control of 

the V-Mon system. Version 2 also adds support for 

Windows- and Mac-based Pro Tools systems. 

Sonnox Restore ($1,995) 
Sonnox (www.sonnoxplugins.com) 

Restore plug-ins (Oxford DeBuzzer, 

Oxford DeClicker and Oxford DeNois-

er) feature advanced algorithms for 

fast, effective removal of pops, clicks, 

crackles, scratches, hum, buzzes and 

extraneous background noise. Each 

plug-in in this Native suite uses a 

two-step approach, where a detection 

section pinpoints unwanted noise 

followed by a removal section that 

determines the desired level of repair 

while minimizing collateral damage to 

the original audio. Supported formats 

include RTAS, AU and VST platforms. 

Universal Audio Massive 
Passive €Q Plug-In ($299) 
New for the UAD-2 platform (it requires 

a UAD-2 DSP accelerator card), the Man-

ley Massive Passive plug-in is a virtual 

version of Manley’s 2-channel, 4-band 

equalizer that uses design strengths 

from choice console, graphic, parametric 

and Pultec EQs, and can provide radical 

tonal shaping, delicate vocal shading 

or subtle mastering enhancement. It is 

available as part of the new Universal 

Audio (www.uaudio.com) UAD Software 

V. 5.6 release, which also includes the 

EMT 140 Plate Reverb and the Precision 

Enhancer Hz plug-ins. UAD-2 is Mac/PC-

compatible, supporting VST/RTAS and 

AU formats. 

McDSP 6030 Ultimate 
Compressor ($449) 
Offering a software-equivalent of the popular 500 Series 

analog module format, the 6030 Ultimate Compressor 

builds on McDSP’s (www.mcdsp.com) algorithm code 

base with this collection of 10 compressors; some are 

new while others are emulations of existing gear with 

unique variations created by McDSP. From tube emula¬ 

tion to edgy solid-state designs, the 6030 is one plug-in 

with io distinct models. It supports TDM and RTAS for¬ 

mats, with AU support coming soon. The 6030 is avail¬ 

able as a separate bundle and will be added to McDSP’s 

Emerald Pack, and is also offered as an upgrade to Em¬ 

erald Pack 4 customers as an upgrade. 

Starplugs M€Q 
Analysis (Free) 
MEQ Analysis from Starplugs (www. 

starplugs.com) is a high-precision, 

30-band, frequency-analysis and level¬ 

meter VST plug-in for Windows XP. It’s 

intended to be used with the company’s 

high-end Master EQ but can also be 

used with any available EQ. Features 

include RMS and peak meters with hold, 

fast 30-band analysis, a Meter Freeze 

function and adjustable decay time on 

the peak/peak-hold meters. 
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| Slate Digital Trigger 
| Platinum ($299) 

Trigger Platinum, Steven Slate’s (www. 

S slatedigital.com) new advanced PC/Mac 

drum replacement plug-in for VST, RTAS 

and AU formats, includes all Steven 

Slate Drums Platinum Samples, along 

with two kicks and two snares from the 

upcoming deluxe edition of his virtual 

drum software. It offers phase-accurate 

§ replacement without delays or flam-

§ ming, and features six stereo sample 

layers per instance of the plug-in, each 

S with individual volume, pan, tune, at-

tack, sustain, dynamic percentage and 

velocity controls. 
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////////////////////////. SPL DrumXchanger ($449) 
DrumXchanger is just what its name 

implies: a drum replacement plug-in that 

SoundToys Decapitator 
($349, TDM; $179, Native) 
After analyzing vintage and modern classics 

from Neve, API, Ampex, EMI, Thermionic Culture 

and more to create accurate models of high-end 

studio gear, SoundToys (www.soundtoys.com) 

created its Decapitator analog saturator modeler 

plug-in, which models the saturation or distortion created when driving professional analog 

studio equipment. In addition to its drive, low/high cut, tone and output controls, Decapita¬ 

tor also features a Punish button that adds an extra bit of edge when you want to push a 

track over the limit. It’s offered for Mac or PC in TDM/RTAS/AudioSuite/VST/AU formats, 

and also in SoundToys’ TDM Effects and Native Effects bundles. Ill 

F Mix executive editor George Petersen also runs a small record label at www.jenpet.com. 

can substitute drum sounds in multitrack 

sessions regardless of the level they were 

originally recorded at. DrumXchanger uses 

SPL’s (www.spl.info) Transient Designer 

technology for drum-hit recognition and 

includes a library of 24-bit/g6kHz samples 

and drum sounds that can be replaced 

entirely or mixed with the original tracks— 

all in real time with phase-accurate preci¬ 

sion. Users can also load in their own WAV 

samples. This Mac/PC Native version sup¬ 

ports RTAS, VST and AU formats. 

\bcnl Rider 

Waves Vocal Rider ($415) 
Vocal Rider automatically matches a 

track's vocal level with the rest of the song 

by busing an instrumental mix into the 

sidechain. As a plus, this plug from Waves 

(www.waves.com) also writes an editable 

automation track for fine-tuning, and pro¬ 

vides the feel of a veteran studio engineer 

providing a little gentle “finger-limiting" 

as the vocal plays. It supports Mac and PC 

DAWs in VST, RTAS and AU hosts. 

Contact us now to arrange YOUR Orpheus demo. 

When Deadmau5 went looking for a high 
quality I/O solution, it became apparent 
that there was only one choice. 

Orpheus provides Prism Sounds world 
renowned performance, sound quality and 
state-of-the-art clock technology in a 
dedicated FireWire unit compatible with 
both Windows and MAC OS X. 

sales@prismsound.com www.phsmsound.com 
UK *44 (0)1353 648888 USA *1 973 983 9577 

Orpheus features line, microphone and 
instrument inputs, selectable RIAA 
Equalization for turntables, a built-in 
premium-quality monitoring mixer and 
concurrent ADAT and switchable S/PDIF or 
AES3 digital I/O plus support for outboard 
MIDI devices. The Microphone inputs 
include MS matrix processing and dual 
headphone outputs are provided each with 
their own volume control. 

METAllianci 

Deadmau5’s logical 
choice of interface 

"Best A/D - D/A conversion I've had yet— 
(and fewest compatibility problems) :) 
props to Prism for their gnarly produdt^M' 
Deadmau5 nm?» 

ORPHEUS 
Professional FireWire 

audio interface 
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By Blair Jackson Joseph Gordon Levitt as Arthur in Warner Bros. 
Pictures and Legendary Pictures' sci-fi action film 
Inception. 

Because of the overwhelming success of Bat¬ 
man Begins and The Dark Knight, Christopher Nolan is viewed in popular 
circles as a premier “popcorn movie’’ director, delivering crowd-pleasing 
action flicks for summer crowds. But even the least discerning movie-go¬ 
ers can’t miss the darkness and weirdness that courses through both of 
those fdms (especially the latter), as well other Nolan works, including 
The Prestige, Insomnia and especially his brain-twisting early masterpiece, 
Memento. Nolan has become a brilliant visual artist, but he has also always 
been skilled at depicting the strange interiors of the human psyche, and 
that would seem to be his main motive for making the films he does. 

In Nolan’s latest thriller, Inception, he gets to delve into the human 
mind in a different way: The contemporary sci-fi story—details of which 
have been closely guarded prior to the film’s July 16 release—revolves 
around a character (played by Leonardo DiCaprio) who is adept at entering, 
sharing and even manipulating other people’s dreams, and then extracting 
information from those deep subconscious states for nefarious commercial 
exploitation. In Nolan’s inimitable way, he blurs the line between dreams 
and reality, memory and imagination. The film contains a number of depic¬ 
tions of often fantastical dreams (aided by a combination of CGI and some 

specially designed sets), which Nolan treats as current reality rather than as 
strange, hazy, barely recollected visions we faintly recall the next morning. 

“You don’t question the reality of a dream while you’re in it,” explains 
supervising sound editor and sound designer Richard King, who is making 
his third film with Nolan after The Prestige and The Dark Knight (for which 
he was awarded a Sound Editing Oscar). “So that’s how we approached the 
soundtrack. You don’t always want to point out the fact that they’re in a 
dream while still being true to the story that’s unfolding and the visuals 
we’re seeing. A slight shifting of reality is appropriate, but we didn’t want to 
make it too obvious.” 

When we spoke in May, King was in his cutting room at Warner Bros. 
Studios, about to begin a seven-week final on the film at the enormous Stage 
9, with re-recording mixers Lora Hirschberg (FX and music) and Gary Rizzo 
(dialog, Foley and backgrounds), who go back to Batman Begins with Nolan. 

“We are actually quite far into the mix already," King says. “Chris [No¬ 
lan] came away from The Dark Knight feeling strongly that it didn’t seem 
right to put a huge amount of effort into temp mixes, then basically throw 
all that work away and start over again with the predubs. So he challenged 
us to develop a procedure to begin the final mix where the temp left off 
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and move forward from there. Lora, Gary, Tony 
Pilkington [WB engineer], Andrew Bock [first 
assistant sound editor] and myself put our heads 
together and came up with a plan—and we cer¬ 
tainly didn’t invent this, but it’s the first time I’ve 
done it on this scale—that all the sounds remain 
virtual throughout the mix. The temp dub was 
first [virtually] predubbed in Pro Tools by Mike 
Babcock and myself, then we had an eight-day 
temp mix in late March with Lora and Gary, 
and since then we’ve been conforming those 
virtual mixes as the picture and visual effects 
evolve, only rendering a print master as needed 
for screenings. So as we move into the final, ev¬ 
erything will essentially have been predubbed in 
the box, and the first day of mixing will be like 
the next day of the temp. We’ll be starting at a 
place where we know the movie sounds great and 
Chris is happy, and then have seven weeks to re¬ 
ally hone in and perfect it. 

“So far we’ve done two temp updates and all 
the automation conforms worked fine. Lora and 
Gary did some of their mixing on Stage 9’s [AMS 
Neve] DFC and some on an [Avid] ICON—we 
brought two ICONs on the stage for them and 
I have an [Avid] ProControl surface that I use to 
fly in sound design elements. During the temps, 
Lora and Gary wrote as much automation as pos¬ 
sible to the Pro Tools sessions rather than on the 
DFC so we’d have more control over the automa¬ 
tion conforms. 

“Warner Bros, engineering, particularly Tony 
Pilkington, built this very complicated machine 
that gave us the creative tools we needed to meet 
Chris’ expectations. Additional IO cards were in¬ 
stalled in the DFC, and the Pro Tools machines 
were all upgraded with Intel computers. There are 
seven Pro Tools rigs playing back sound effects 
and backgrounds, one for dialog, one for Foley 
and a dedicated Altiverb machine to offload our 
reverbs from the playback machines. We had a to¬ 
tal of 28 5.0 sound effects predubs playing back 
around 1,000 tracks for every reel. There are five 
reverb sends and one LFE send per machine. The 
5.0 predubs and returns show up at the DFC on 
predub return faders. The music is submixed in 
Pro Tools and is playing back off one system. Mu¬ 
sic editors Alex Gibson and Ryan Rubin will al¬ 
ways have the temp material available while we’re 
finaling so Chris can reference it if necessary. It’s 
absolutely the way to work because you're always 
going in a linear forward motion rather taking lit¬ 
tle side trips.’’ 

According to King, Nolan is "totally into the 
visceral—he wants the movie to be powerful in 
every moment on every level and utilize every 
tool he has to get there.” How does that translate 

into what sounds you provide for him? " Well with 
weapons, for instance, there’s no attempt to be 
particularly accurate about matching the sound 
of a gun to the actual weapon the character is us¬ 
ing. It’s about coming up with the coolest sounds 
we can. We amp it up a notch for Chris; there’s 
usually a lot of other sounds and music going on, 
too, so there's lots of competition. Chris is very 
interested in what sound can bring to the table 
and very open to new ideas; very collaborative.” 
Although King was able to use some of his own 
sound library material to cover certain needs, he 
says, "1 think 1 did more recording for Inception 
than any movie I’ve ever worked on.” 

Among those aiding King in his pursuit of 
original material were location recording stal¬ 
warts John Fasal and Eric Potter (“They’re still 
running around doing little things for me on 
this,” King says admiringly at the start of the fi¬ 
nal) and FX editor Michael Mitchell, whom he de¬ 
scribes as “my main effects guy.” King notes that 
he “also had contacts in the major locales—Par¬ 
is, East Africa, Sydney—so I hired a recordist in 
each location to spend four or five days walking 
around recording the ambiences I needed, and 
they did a great job. We really wanted to make the 
locations sound as varied and as rich as possible.” 
Christopher Flick supervised the Foley, which 
was performed by John Roesch and Alyson Dee 
Moore. Ed Novick, who is part of Nolan’s regu¬ 
lar audio retinue, spearheaded the production 
sound. King also worked closely with film editor 
Lee Smith, “an old friend who was a sound edi¬ 
tor before he was a picture editor, and has terrific 
sound sense—he always comes up with original 
ideas,” King says. “I provide Lee and Chris with 

mixes of key sequences as the picture editing 
progresses so I can get feedback.” 

Certainly, there was no shortage of sound 
challenges in this film, between the abundance 
of action episodes—chases, fights, multiple ex¬ 
plosions, an avalanche, buildings collapsing, 
etc.—and the occasionally hallucinatory aspects 
of some of the dream sequences. For instance, in 
one very unusual scene (which is shown in the 
trailers and commercials) an entire neighbor¬ 
hood in Paris appears to rise up and curl onto 
itself as if it’s being peeled off the earth’s sur¬ 
face—something we’ve definitely never seen or 
heard before. "That sequence could sound like 
anything,” King offers. “It could be a very sci-
fi, synth-y, smooth sound. The shot could total¬ 
ly rely upon music. It could be very frightening 
or awe-inspiring. Chris’ direction was that he 
wanted it to sound like massive machinery, like 
a huge watch mechanism—again, using a relat¬ 
able sound for an image we’ve never seen. 

“Imagine a machine that would be massive 
enough to move a city like that. That’s the sound 
that I tried to make. I actually made the sound for 
that when I was in Australia last fall working on 
The Way Back [Peter Weir’s next film; King pre¬ 
viously won an Oscar for work on Weir’s Master 
and Commander], What you hear in the film is 
composed of all kinds of different sounds: It’s big 
metal groans and giant, heavy machinery mov¬ 
ing, pivoting, clattering. I tried to create a little 
[sound] suite that would progress as the city rises 
and folds over. 

"Reverb was really important. I think that 
reverb is sort of the magic ingredient that can 
make the most surreal sound feel real and of 

Director Christopher Nolan (foreground) with Leonardo Di Caprio on the set of Inception 
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‘Inception’ 

this world—if you put a totally crazy, off-the-wall 
sound in the right reverb space in a sequence, you 
can believe that it’s there. It’s the ‘China girl’ [an 
image used for color timing] of sound: When it's 
the correct treatment, you're less likely to question 
the appropriateness of the sound. I love the natu¬ 
ral feeling of Altiverb, so Eric Potter’s been record¬ 
ing a lot of impulse responses for me in exterior 
spaces—firing a starter pistol up in the moun¬ 
tains or on a city street and from that creating an 
impulse response. For instance, in the sequence 
where the city folds in on itself, Chris wanted to 
hear this huge echoing sound from the end of the 
street between the buildings—he wanted a very 
real-sounding echo, and it's really hard to create 
that artificially. Most reverb programs are made 
for music and there aren’t a lot that are specifi¬ 
cally tailored for post-production, and I suppose 
things like echoes are quite hard to write the algo¬ 
rithms for—not only does the sound repeat, but 
it’s a multilevel treatment so it changes EQ and 
frequency during the course of the subsequent re¬ 
peats. When you go out in the field and record an 
impulse response, you get a lot of that real decay, 
and if you’re starting with something that’s pretty 
close, then you modify it within the program and 
dial it in a little more to really nail it.” 

King and his team also had to get creative 
when it came to sculpting the sound of the 
transitions from sleep to dreams—"a little bit 
of an audible cue that we’re transitioning some¬ 
where,” King says. “We hooked two oscillators 
to a couple of giant subwoofers in a few differ¬ 
ent locations and recorded the result. We used 
Hennessy Street, which is a [Warner Bros.] 
back-lot street, to get a sense of an urban locale; 
inside one of the big WB soundstages; and also 
in a canyon in the mountains north of L.A. 

Then, using the oscillator, we dialed it from 10 
or 12 Hz up into the audible hearing range— 
and not only does it start to activate and shake 
and rattle things in the interior spaces, but you 
hear this wave of sound that comes from no¬ 
where that becomes quite massive as the sound 
comes up into 18, 20, 25Hz range. Eric and I 
found we could almost play the oscillators like 
a musical instrument. 

“We had two oscillators and two subwoof¬ 
ers, and we recorded the result [to a Sound De¬ 
vices 744] with a variety of mies placed from 50 to 
100 feet away so we’d hear the full propagation of 
the long, low wave. Using the two oscillators, we 
were also able to beat frequencies against one an¬ 
other—one’s at 21 Hz and another’s at 22—and 
then we brought them back into sync and swept 
them apart again so we get really interesting 
acoustic anomalies that are almost like flanging, 
but with the natural acoustics of the environ¬ 
ment in which we recorded. Then we’d vary the 
elements of the [sound] from transition to transi¬ 
tion and location to location—for instance, with 
the exterior versions, you totally buy that it’s on a 
street even though you’re hearing this complete¬ 
ly unnatural sound because it’s recorded 'in situ.’ 
It’s a great effect because it doesn’t sound like 
something that’s being added on after the fact. 
I then used Melodyne [plug-in] to create chords 
from this material so when we need it to, it can 
evolve into a more complex sound. 

“We also utilized 'worldizing' on a great, old 
mono recording that [composer] Hans Zimmer 
deconstructed, pitching and stretching different 
frequencies to varying degrees. We re-recorded 
it on a street, in a building and a soundstage on 
the WB lot, and in a canyon to give it a natural, 
lifelike feeling. It’s an otherworldly sound, but 

tarry Zanoff captures bullet impacts in the field for the Inception soundtrack. 

sounds like it’s existing in the world the charac¬ 
ters are inhabiting. It’s quite strange, but cool.” 

In fact “strange but cool” sounds like a 
good way to describe a lot of what goes on in In¬ 
ception, where scenes "run the gamut from the 
nearly normal to the extremely surreal,” King 
says with a laugh. “Enough of it is reality to 
make it recognizable, but then something very 
odd is happening—the physical behavior of 
something may not seem quite right or things 
aren’t moving at the right speed." 

Naturally, the sound has to mirror the action 
onscreen to a degree so if, for example, an explo¬ 
sion near a Paris café slows down visually, “the 
debris field becomes a more important element 
and you’re seeing more detail,” King says. “So 
you want to make it sound as lethal and scary as 
possible; things are flying by us and you want 
to give that some definition. We recorded a lot 
of objects being shot by a microphone; these are 
carefully placed and, as mentioned before, put 
in a ‘realistic’-sounding environment. To be real 
and truly threatening, it has to be believable.” 

Hans Zimmer contributed a typically en¬ 
gaging and propulsive score that combines or¬ 
chestral music, percussion, sampled material 
and loops. “We’re always very much aware of 
what each other is doing," King comments, “and 
shape what we’re doing accordingly. The great 
thing about the way Chris works is he likes to 
get temp versions of the score from Hans early 
on so there never is a temp mix using cues from 
other movies. Instead, I can hear the evolution of 
the score and Hans can hear the evolution of the 
sound effects as the track evolves. We maintain 
an ongoing dialog, and when we see each other 
at screenings and so on, we share our thoughts. 
1 think his score for Inception is really powerful. 
He’s very bold in his approach; I admire him a 
lot. And he has a true collaborator in music ed¬ 
itor Alex Gibson, the 'man on the ground’ as it 
were.” 

For his part. Nolan knows what he wants, 
but he gives his crew the latitude to be creative 
in helping him achieve his singular vision. 
“Chris wants the audience to be excited and 
moved,” King says. “He’s making these elabo¬ 
rate, thoughtful, complex movies, but they also 
absolutely work on an action-movie level. 

“He’s a very challenging director who nev¬ 
er stops pushing, thinking, trying different ap¬ 
proaches—he never stops trying to make the 
movie better. As hard as all of us who are work¬ 
ing on the film are striving for perfection, he’s 
working harder than all of us.” Ill 

Blair Jackson is the senior editor of Mix. 
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By Sarah Benzuly 

Stone Temple Pilots 
TAKING THE REINS 

In 2003. most Stone Temple Pilots 
fans thought the band was kaput: 
Lead singer Scott Weiland continued 
to battle his heroin addiction and took 
center stage with super-group Velvet 
Revolver, while the rest of the band¬ 
members continued to make music 
under the name Army of Anyone. 
Then, in 2008, the band reunited and 
embarked on a U.S. tour, re-igniting 
that special spark that these band¬ 
mates have had for almost 17 years. 

“1 think the first step for us was 
to get together and re-acquaint our¬ 
selves with each other and the mu¬ 

sic, and I think the best way to do that 
was to get into the songs that are fa¬ 
miliar to us—the older material—and 
what that does is it brings back a lot 
of memories of being with the people 
you’re making music with," says bass¬ 
ist Robert DeLeo, who talked to Mix 
just a few days after the band’s appear¬ 
ance at SXSW. “Once we brought that 
back out on the road, 1 think it was 
just the natural progression for us 
to think about making a new record, 
which we haven’t done in nine years! 
[Laughs] Time flies." 

The band took a leap in not only 

trusting each other again as musi¬ 
cians, but in relying on each other to 
self-produce; for all previous efforts, 
STP worked hand-in-hand with pro¬ 
ducer Brendan O’Brien. “I was the 
cheerleader holding the pom-poms 
to make this happen,” DeLeo says. “I 
just thought that many years had gone 
by and I learned a lot from Brendan— 
made great records with him and had 
a great time doing so. 1 just thought it 
was time for us [to produce an album], 
and we’re all very capable of doing this 
as a band. I’m very proud of it.” 

Tracking for the self-titled release 
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commenced at drummer Eric Kretz’s person¬ 
al studio in downtown L.A., where STP (sans 
Weiland) started pre-production and demo’ing. 
Songwriting was handled by DeLeo and his 
brother, guitarist Dean DeLeo; they compiled 
both old and new material, working mostly in 
Kretz’s place. 

As the group got closer to laying down 
tracks, Weiland—who had set up camp at his 
studio, Lavish, with Don Was—would receive 
material and track vocals. "Don Was came in 
and went over vocals with Scott and gave Scott 
some guidance on where to go with the songs,” 
DeLeo says. “Don also brought Scott over and 
got us all together on the same page as far as 
keys of songs, melodic ideas. Sometimes you 
need an outside person to do that. So as one 
of the producers of the record, it was kind of 
interesting to try to put a record together in 
separate places, as you can imagine. 

“We just got together, played the songs 
and quickly put them down to see what we 
had. It was more of a monitoring/demo kind 
of thing. We didn't record together. We just 
took all of our ideas, put them together, sat 
back and listened and had some melody, vo¬ 
cal and arrangement ideas that we went over. 
Then we took what we had there and went our 
separate ways again. It was an interesting way 
to make a record. 

“We’ve been making records since ’92 and 
we’ve learned an awful lot and we know each other 
musically where we’re going to go with the songs,” 
DeLeo adds. “And nine out of 10 times, when we 
pinpointed what we were going to put on the re¬ 
cord, there were a couple of things missing to us, 
and I think it was more of the upbeat stuff. The 
first single, ‘Between the Lines,’ that’s a song I 
wrote as a fill-in-the-blank to round out the record. 
‘Cinnamon’ was the same deal. We tracked those 
at my home studio, Homefry Studio." 

Not only were the tracks being worked on 
in different spaces, but also on different gear. 
Robert DeLeo’s space features a restored 71 
Neve 8014 console. (“I really love that board. 
It sounds really warm and fat," DeLeo says.) 
Kretz’s room is centered on an SSL. Both plac¬ 
es have Yamaha NS-10 monitors; DeLeo also 
uses a pair of ADAM speakers. “But the ma¬ 
jority of it was on NS-10s and Eric’s also got a 
set of vintage Auratones that we were playing 
through once in a while, and they were very 
helpful in getting everything together.” 

As for mies, DeLeo responds, “Where do 
we start! I’ve been collecting mies since the ear¬ 
ly ’90s and it’s one of my passions. My favorite 
kick drum mic is an AKG D20 and I managed 

to pick up a couple of those over the years. I’ve 
actually acquired some from the '60s. dead 
stock, still in the box. [We placed a] D20 on 
the outside and then a 421 on the inside of the 
kick; 57 on the snare with a 414 underneath the 
snare. [We used] 57s and KM84 for hi-hats and 
C12As for overheads. The C12As have a nice 
depth to them. Royer 122s phantom-powered 
for overheads; U47s out front and RCA 44 for 
over the drum set. I kinda look at mies like 
painting a picture: whatever’s going to work 
for that space. Used an old Coles ribbon for 
out front—whatever worked.” 
Weiland sang through a U47, 
which DeLeo recalls as the 
first mic the band bought in 
the ’90s. 

DeLeo’s bass was split into 
three channels: an early vin¬ 
tage ’61 Bassman A/B’d into 
an Ampeg VT22 combo, us¬ 
ing only the power section of 
that. “And I run that out into 
a very rare—I think they only 
made them for three years, 
but 1 found one—1970 Mar¬ 
shall 8x10 cabinet. And then I 
run that into a Demeter mic direct box. I split 
those [three channels] up into the Marshall 
giving me the distortion, the Bassman giving 
me that roundness and the direct punch of the 
direct sound. I blend those together into three 
different channels and adjust according to the 
song. That’s what I've been doing for the past 
three or four records.” 

The one constant in this record-making 
equation is that all the tracks were loaded onto 
Pro Tools, and after all the back-and-forth (in¬ 
dividual tracking at a personal studio, coming 
back together to discuss further direction, back 
to a personal studio, etc.), the final songs were 
sent to mixer Chris Lord-Alge at his room in 
Mix LA place (formerly Studio B in Can-Am 
Studios). Lord-Alge had mixed STP’s “All in the 
Suit That You Wear” for the Transformers sound¬ 
track, and the bandmembers were intimately 
aware of, and keen on, his mixing style. 

“Back in January [2010], they gave me the 
test drive.” Lord-Alge recalls. "They gave me 
the first song, and if they liked it, they said. 
'Okay, let’s keep going.’ We would get two or 
three tracks at a time to prepare because my 
staff preps the tracks for me. We like to have 
plenty of time ahead; it’s not like the file shows 
up in the morning, we plug it in and go. Plus 
there’s last-minute vocal edits that are getting 
e-mailed to us. There have been times when 

there are vocal issues dropping in before the 
band shows up and I quickly insert it.” 

As for bringing tracks from three separate 
locations and making it sound as if the band 
recorded together in one room, Lord-Alge re¬ 
plies: "For us, that’s just normal operation, 
because the way records are made now who 
knows where they came from? The thing with 
STP is, when you hear the songs, you think, 
‘This is exactly what it should be and you just 
get it there’—just from knowing what the band 
should sound like. For me, they’re more of a Led 
Zeppelin three-piece than anything because of 
Dean; he’s more of a Jimmy Page for our times. 
All I was thinking about was Led Zeppelin and 
how I would mix Led Zeppelin: Make it a little 
less polished and more about the riff than the 
melody. The guitars and vocals had to be 50/50. 
A lot of times, the song just dictates that you 
make it more of a vocal-heavy mix because of 
the song's structure.” 

Lord-Alge mixed on his SSL 4k 72-chan-
nel console (“this is what makes rock ’n’ roll”), 
monitoring through Yamaha NS-10Ms, Infin¬ 
ity subwoofer and M&K powered speakers. 
“More important is the boom box, which is a 
Sony ZS-M1 MiniDisc player,” Lord-Alge adds. 
“That's what the band tends to like best be¬ 
cause that’s like your computer speakers, but 
not that crappy. The most important thing is 

Hangin' at Chris lord-Alge's place (with a massive amount of out¬ 
board gear), from left: Dean DeLeo, Robert DeLeo, Scott UUeiland, 
Chris Lord-Alge and €ric Kretz 
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to hear how it’s going to show up on a smaller 
medium because 90 percent of the people are 
going to hear it on a small medium: ear buds, 
computer speakers, car stereos. Not to say that 
we’re making it lo-fi; we’re just making sure 
the balances are there." 

The mixer also made use of his arse¬ 
nal of outboard gear: Pultecs, 1176s, etc. For 
their “larger, bigger, better and louder" man¬ 
tra, Lord-Alge selected choice pieces from his 
“700U” of outboard. “All my plug-ins are in¬ 
stalled with a power screwdriver. The thing 
with STP. I’m using vintage reverb, vintage 
analog delay. All original 224 reverb from the 
70s, original Marshall slap tape delay, a Rev-
1 reverb, the original EMT 246 from the late 
70s. All stuff with character. Even an Ursa Ma¬ 
jor Space Station. Just using those flavors, you 
can’t re-create that in the box." 

Dean DeLeo and Kretz were involved in 
the mix; Robert DeLeo chose to stay at home 
and have the tracks e-mailed to him. “I think 
what I’ve learned over the years is to not tweak 
my own music,” he explains. “And for me, it 
was better if 1 was down at my house and I 
had the mixes sent to me. I was in an envi¬ 
ronment that I was used to. I think that when 
you get into a mixing studio, it’s supposed to 
sound good, so 1 get a little fooled by being 
in a foreign place and listening to it because 
I’ve been in the situation before where it’s like, 
'This sounds great,’ but when I get it back to 
my house, it didn’t sound as good as I thought 
it did. And that’s the beauty of the technolo¬ 
gy. You can actually get something sent to you 
over the Internet and sit in the comfort of your 
own home or go out in your car and check it 
out. Listen to it on your home stereo.” 

Once final mixes were approved (total 
mixing took about nine days), tracks were sent 
to Ted Jensen at Sterling Sound, whom Lord-
Alge uses for all of his projects. 

Reflecting on the final product, which was 
released in late May, Robert DeLeo sums it up: 
“I think ultimately we’ve been conscious of 
making a great record, a great listening experi¬ 
ence from top to bottom. I think producing is 
many, many different facets, and I think pro¬ 
ducing is ultimately getting to what you call a 
finished product. Dean and I were hard at work 
getting this finished! I like doing things quick¬ 
ly and getting them out and getting a perfor¬ 
mance. I never took myself out of the ear of the 
listener. I think I’ll always be a fan of listening 
to music, so if 1 can incorporate the ‘listening 
to the music’ facet in the music that I make, I 
think it makes great music.' Ill 
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Bobby McFerrin 
VOCABULARIES BREAKS NEW GROUND FOR VERSATILE SINGER 

By Blair Jackson 

Where do you go artistically as a singer when 
you’ve seemingly covered every base there is, 
from solo voice to intricate vocal ensembles, 
jazz to pop to classical, and earned 10 Gram¬ 
mys and a Billboard Number One single along 
the way? If you’re virtuosic vocal chameleon 
Bobby McFerrin, the answer is you expand 
your music in many directions at once, as he 
does on his impressive, genre-defying new al¬ 
bum, VOCAbularieS. 

The album includes just seven composi¬ 
tions, ranging from six-and-a-half to 11-and-
a-half minutes in length—all co-written by 
McFerrin and noted composer/arranger/musi-
cian/singer/producer Roger Treece (with lyric 
contributions by Don Rosler)—sung by a re¬ 
markable, ever-shifting ensemble of voices, 
many singing several parts that have been fur¬ 
ther multiplied in the studio by Treece to create 
a "choir" unlike any other. The music is all over 
the map—literally. There are African-inspired 
tunes and grooves, bits of jazz mingling with 
classical touches, Middle Eastern and Indian 
musings, silky R&B, hints of both Gregorian 
and Tibetan chant, a dollop of doo-wop and 
smooth chorales that recall everything from La¬ 
dysmith Black Mambazo to the Swingle Sing¬ 
ers to the Beach Boys. The words come from 
many languages—including McFerrin-invent¬ 
ed ones—but just as often, the singing soars 
on wordless flights of melodic invention. With 
every song a multitextured journey in itself 
and vocal tracks numbering into the hundreds, 
it’s a long, long way from the simple layering 

of eight “Bobbys” for McFerrin’s 1988 chart¬ 
topper, "Don't Worry, Be Happy” (see "Classic 
Tracks" on page 40). 

The concept for the album came from Mc¬ 
Ferrin's longtime manager and producer, Linda 
Goldstein, who in early 2001 drafted Treece to 
write a number of pieces based in part around 
some of McFerrin’s remarkable vocal improvi¬ 
sations. Though Treece is perhaps best known 
for his work with Manhattan Transfer, Gold¬ 
stein says, “That was a starting place in terms of 
harmonic sophistication and development, but 
I felt that no one entered into this territory of 
really trying to capture the nuance and charac¬ 
teristics that Bobby has mastered and invented. 
It can’t just be the notes, but how are the notes 
conveyed and how are they phrased? Even tech¬ 
nique-wise, is it the head voice, the chest voice, 
the throat voice? So Roger and I collaborated on 
this thing that is really an homage to Bobby in 
a way. 1 felt Roger had the sophistication to be 
able to do it, but he still needed his education in 
the ‘Bobbyisms.’” [Laughs] 

Adds Treece, “What I understood at the be¬ 
ginning was it was going to be developmental 
work on Bobby’s stuff from a compositional lev¬ 
el. Linda said, ‘What would Bobby do if he were 
a composer?' So I was going to channel Bobby 
as the composer. Then, on a technical level, we 
knew that we wanted to record this music and it 
was all about vocals and voices and choral sing¬ 
ing. At first, I didn’t want to do a lot of overdubs 
with every voice, but as the process went on, I 
found out it was okay to do that and it actually 

made a very rich sound.” 
Treece says it took most of 2001 to write the 

songs at his Manhattan studio/workspace, Au¬ 
dible Art, and the initial vision after that was to 
have McFerrin come in and lay down template 
tracks for the whole album. Some of that did oc¬ 
cur, "but as Roger began to delve more deeply 
into the through-composed aspect of it,” Gold¬ 
stein says, “he ended up making templates him¬ 
self [using piano mostly] and then we had Bobby 
come back in and sing the notes that were com¬ 
posed by Roger, so then Bobby was an interpret¬ 
er. And then we did a lot of the overdubbing of 
the other voices on top of that, mostly one at a 
time, but Roger also brought in small groups.” 

Goldstein says that “casting" the voices was 
surprisingly difficult because of the nature of 
the material. “There was an enormous amount 
of trial and error. There were pronunciation is¬ 
sues—some of the singers, great as they were, 
enunciated too much. In some sections we 
needed an R&B singer with classical chops, or 
someone with more guttural chops like the Bul¬ 
garian Women’s choir. There are all these nu¬ 
ances that Bobby just so freely and instinctively 
borrows from. You can be too in-tune; some¬ 
times you need to funk it up a little—muss it up 
so it’s not quite so perfect.” 

“After a while,” Treece adds, “it became 
clear what we were looking for on most of the 
songs, and I would bring in singers whose voic¬ 
es I knew would work and we’d have everything 
laid out. We had percussion, all of the voice 
tracks being played by piano parts, the whole 
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thing measure by measure, tempo all mapped 
and ready to go. Then I would simply put things 
on a loop for a singer. We would rehearse how 
it would go, they would sing eight bars or what¬ 
ever, over and over again until they basically had 
it memorized, and then 1 would loop them until 
I had 10 or 15 tracks of them, then I'd edit that 
down to six to eight tracks of, for instance, Jan¬ 
is Siegel of the Manhattan Transfer singing an 
alto part to something. There’s at least six tracks 
of every singer on each tune. I calculated in my 
head, if 1 have 150 to 200 tracks a song of fin¬ 
ished voices, that means 1 recorded at least twice 
as many tracks, so I recorded each song at least 
300 to 400 times." The song "Messages” alone 
"has roughly 190 vocal tracks and about 30 per¬ 
cussion tracks and probably six miscellaneous 
synth tracks here and there—effects and such," 
Treece says. 

Treece, who engineered the album, says 
his fourth-floor writing and recording space is 
“just a room; not a real studio. But it has high 
ceilings and a nice liveness to it.” He used a 
single Neumann M147 tube condenser mic re¬ 
cording to Digital Performer “because the MIDI 
implementation works so well, and since I was 
working so much MIDI in this because of the 
samplers and doing all the percussion stuff—90 
percent of the [instrumental tracks on the] re¬ 
cord is either me playing percussion or me play¬ 
ing samples—tabla parts off the keyboard and 
such.” 

Did Digital Performer have any problem 
working with so many tracks at one time? “Yes, 
it had a lot of problems,” he says with a laugh. 
“It wouldn't be very friendly about playing more 
than 60 tracks back at one time. It wasn’t until 
2004 or 2005 that I actually heard all the tunes 
the whole way through with all the voices on 
them.” Along the way, Treece did his own sub¬ 
mixes of the vocal material—stereo pairs for 
each part (soprano, second soprano, alto, etc.)— 
“and then there was usually about 20 solo tracks 
per song: Bobby and other people doing mis¬ 
cellaneous parts; things I wanted to keep in 
mono.” Among the singers featured in addi¬ 
tion to McFerrin and Siegel are Lisa Fischer and 
Luciana Souza. Treece sang bass and tenor on 
most tunes. 

Treece’s rough mixes were then used 
as a guide for the final mixdown, which was 
done at Record One in L.A. by Treece and Al¬ 
len Sides (plus engineers Steve Miller on two 
songs and Bo Joe on one). What did the oth¬ 
er mixers bring to the party? “They brought 
their knowledge of effects for one thing, how 
to bring things out here and there to punch up 

the mixes,” Treece says. “For instance. Allen, 
because he’s mixed so much pop stuff, had an 
idea of me bringing out the percussion a little 
bit more on a few things. Allen’s thing was a 
real audio approach—really taking time to EQ 
everything right. The assistant [Bo Joe] and I 
would get up a mix and work on it for basically 
a day; we’d get it laid out. Then Allen would 
come in and do some basic EQs on everything, 
and we’d work with the panning a bit. Then [Bo 
and I] would work on it for another day, getting 
all of the balances right. I’d sit there at the com¬ 
puter and run things over and over again, mix¬ 

ing it in the computer. Then Allen would come 
in again after that process and we’d spend an¬ 
other day finishing it. 

“Linda also had tremendous creative in¬ 
put on the mix. She really hasn’t received one 
percent of the credit she should have for this 
thing because she thought of it and she could 
always see what it was supposed to be. She was 
the keeper of the flame in terms of making it 
kind of cool and hip—anything but normal 
classical-sounding stuff. Our little catchphrase 
during the project was, ‘What would Brian 
Eno do?”' Ill 
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SESSIONS 
Tim Palmer Moves 62 Studios From L.A. to Austin 
Producer/engineer Tim Palmer (www.timpalmer.com)—well-known for 

his work with Robert Plant, Bowie's Tin Machine, Tears for Fears, Pearl 

jam, H.I.M. and many others—recently relocated from L.A. to Austin. 

Looking for the right balance of music town and family life, he found his 

new home base in the Texas countryside; included on the property was 

a three-car garage, which Palmer and Mark Cenfan of Acoustic Spaces 

(www.acousticspaces.com) 

turned into a mix/overdub 

studio. 

"He said, 'My needs are 

modest, but I really want 

to work at home,'" Genfan 

recalls. The new 62 Studios 

is approximately 750 square 

feet, with 20-foot ceilings, 

custom-built acoustical treatments and a picture window that lets in natural 

light and looks out onto green hills. As it was in L.A., Palmer’s workflow is 

centered around Pro Tools and racks ofTonelux modules. 

"I wanted the best of the analog and the digital worlds,” Palmer explains. 

“I had a demo of the Tonelux modular system, and it was exactly what I was 

looking for. I wanted to embrace the old sound and have the flexibility of 

the new. The Tonelux system lets me keep a traditional analog signal path 

but with the control of the digital world.” Palmer's monitors of choice are 

Genelec tojrAs. 

Now, Palmer can visit larger rooms in Austin or L.A. to track his clients 

if needed, but mixing and overdubs happen on his own terms. "I basically 

wanted a mix room, but I added an extra overdub room that I knew would 

be useful further down the line,” Palmer says. “At the moment, I use that 

space as a prep room for my assistant to set up sessions |and get them] 

ready to mix. It is all wired up and ready to go to use for vocals and basic 

guitar overdubs." 

Palmer says he thoroughly enjoyed the process of working 

with Genfan to design and construct his new workspace. "Mark 

was very easy to work with, and the team he assembled to build 

the room was amazing,” Palmer says. "Believe it or not, we were 

sad when the crew actually was not part of our world anymore." 

Of late, Palmer has been mixing projects for a number of in¬ 

ternational clients—the Internet being another great facilitator of 

his new setup. “So far, fingers crossed, it has been going really 

well,” he says. “I just finished mixing tracks for the new album 

from Tarja from Finland, Midnight Youth from New Zealand and 

a great new band from Washington, D.C., called the Dance Party. 

I am going to produce a local band next that I am very excited 

about: Blue October.” 

—Barbara Schultz 

Q&A John Greenham 

John Greenham pictured in his mastering 
room at 1340 Mission with his Magix Sequoia 
workstation and Barefoot Mastering Stack 

San Francisco-based mastering engineer John 

Greenham (www.johngreenham.com) has quietly 

amassed a wealth of album credits for artists in 

numerous musical genres. He earned Grammy 

recognition in 2006 and 2007 for his mastering 

work with Mexico's Los Tigres Del Norte (Best 

Norteño Albums) and mixing work on Peruvian 

singer Pamela Rodriguez's Peru Blue, for which 

she received a 2006 Grammy nomination as Best 

New Latin Artist. In 2009, Greenham moved his 

operations from The Annex in Menlo Park, Calif., 

to San Francisco’s 1340 Mission studio complex. 

Mix visited with Greenham in April as he was pre¬ 

paring to launch the next phase of his business. 

How did you come to join 1340 Mission? 

This room became available again, and this is my 

second tour of duty here. I've always loved working 

in this room. I was here in 2000. Paul Stubblebine, 

Michael Romanowski and I built these two master¬ 

ing rooms. We were all associated with Rocket Lab 

in the late '80s—that’s the common thread. The 

room was designed by [acoustical consultant] Bob 

Hodas, so it's properly built. It’s fun to work in. A 

lot of big records have been made in this building. 

It has a good feeling about it. 

Hour does your business fit into the complex? 

I’m actually putting together a Website called 

Essential Mastering [along] with Robert Cross, 
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" New Label, New Album for 
Social Distortion 

L.A. punk band Social Distortion an¬ 

nounced a new deal with Epitaph and a 

new album-in-the-making in the same 

breath this summer. The forthcoming 

sixth release will be the band's first studio 

with] just Mike and drums. There’s no 

one set formula. 

"We’re tracking to Pro Tools and 

analog, to a Studer A8oo machine, and 

we've A/B’d the analog with Pro Tools; so 

From left: assitant engineer Albert Mata, engineer Duane 
Barron and Social Distortion frontman/producer Mike 
Ness at the Neve console in Ocean Studios (Burbank, Calif.) 

far, analog is winning. 

But we're recording 

the analog, then tak¬ 

ing it off the repro 

head and dumping it 

into Pro Tools, which 

we'll use to mix.” 

Barron is also 

making use of the 

Neve console and 

Ocean Studios' (Bur¬ 

bank, Calif.) extensive 

collection of classic 

outboard equipment: 

“Everything goes 

through the Neve,” 

album in six years, and engineer Duane 

Barron (Mötley Crüe, Ozzy Osbourne, 

Alice Cooper) took a break from vocal 

tracking to talk to Mix. 

“Social D is a blues-based punk band. 

[Frontman/producer] Mike Ness wants 

this to sound like it was recorded in 2010, 

but still have that vintage feel. Some of 

the tracks have been recorded live, the 

whole band, and some have [started 

he says. “I'm also using eight Pultecs 

on guitars, kick and snare. All the guitars 

go through the Fairchilds. With snare 

drums, I like to use the RCA BA6A com¬ 

bined with the original tone along with an 

Altec compressor. 

“We’re doing some rough mixes as 

we go. We’re getting a feel for it. Things 

are coming back really nice." 

—Barbara Schultz 

1 
Day wood Drive 
RecordsR 

James Miceli and Brian McKenna 
at Hal UUiner's BiCoastal Music 
(Ossining, N.V.) 

Brian McKenna, formerly 

of Sony Studio, N.Y.. has 

partnered with his child¬ 

hood friend, James Miceli, 

a graphic artist, to form jazz 

label Daywood Drive Re¬ 

cords. Their mission: com¬ 

bine the best of traditional 

marketing with social me¬ 

dia and high-res digital de¬ 

livery. The emphasis is on 

the music experience, with 

album art, session photos, 

behind-the-scenes video and an 

easily assembled bundled package 

available with each download. 

“Were not reinventing any¬ 

thing here,” says McKenna. “The 

pop world has embraced this new 

model. But in the jazz world, you 

still have people who opt for the CD 

because it sounds better. And they're 

willing to pay more for that quality.” 

Daywood Drive launched in late 

spring with two initial artists, Dan 

Willis and Sandro Albert, and a host 

of distribution deals for other artists. 

Phase two, about to launch, brings 

in the new, with blogs, streams, 

newsletter, video. Twitter—and an 

increase in quality download. “We 

record everything at 24-bit, 88.2,” 

McKenna says. “And we know the 

storefront is crucial. We will have a 

large education initiative on the site 

so that consumers can hear the dif¬ 

ference between an MP; and an 88.2 

WAV file. 

“We’ll have free downloads as a 

sample so consumers can download 

the high-res file and get used to the 

fact that it will take a little longer,” 

Miceli adds. “But we want them to 

play it against the MP; that’s down¬ 

loaded at the same time and do their 

own comparison.” — Tom Kenny 

Send "Sessions" news to bschullz&tmi^ r .r, , 0» 

by Matt Gallagher 

a young engineer whose work I like. With all the 

[projects that are] being done in garages and living 

rooms nowadays, more than ever there is a need 

for an accurate monitoring environment to finish 

projects in. This is the best rig I've ever used for 

mastering. The stuff s coming out great and I want 

more people to know we’re here. 

What is your take on the loudness wars? 

I try to discourage people to just go for loudness. 

But at the same time, people on the sales end 

want it to be aggressive. Also, I have two teenage 

daughters—who, to me, represent the record-buy¬ 

ing public— and I see what happens with them: If 

the music doesn’t get their attention in some way 

within the first 10 seconds, it's gone! It has to have 

impact right away; otherwise, not only are they not 

going to listen to it, they're going to hit the Delete 

button! [Laughs] Part of the reason for that is loud¬ 

ness. So my job is to not let that happen to the 

artist if I can. Like anything else, [loudness is] an 

art form. The technology has gotten better, I think, 

over the last 10 years or so. As Chuck Prophet said 

when he was here recently, "We have to be com¬ 

petitive, but responsible.” 

Is it now easier to keep tracks sounding good while 

applying compression? 

I think digital devices have improved. Very often, 

my method involves using tape, which deals with 

the transients in a very musical way. Basically I get 

the analog flavor in everything and then I make fine 

adjustments with the plug-ins. Digital audio is in 

fact far more difficult to get right than analog be¬ 

cause it’s so completely unforgiving. 

What have you learned as a mastering engineer? 

Making a record is a constant learning process. 

Every piece of music has some beauty in it— 

that’s what I learned from [composer/pianist/ 

percussionist] Omar Sosa. And there's beauty in 

ugliness, too, if that's what the idea is. As a mas¬ 

tering engineer, you've got to give it some love, 

allow it to speak to people, and get all the techni¬ 

cal stuff out of the way. Ill 
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Bobby McFerrin 
"DON'T WORRY BE HAPPY" 

By Blair Jackson 

In the context of what usually gets played on the 
radio and goes on to become a hit, Bobby McFer¬ 
rin's 1988 smash, “Don’t Worry Be Happy” is def¬ 
initely an anomaly; even, dare we use the word, 
a "novelty.” After all, it’s one singer, performing 
all the parts a cappella, on a lilting, vaguely Ca¬ 
ribbean-sounding song with an uplifting mes¬ 
sage as simple as its title. Yet something about 
that song captured the imagination of millions of 
people around the world: Maybe it was its relaxed 
optimism and the fact that you practically had to 
sing along with it, whether you took the lead vo¬ 
cal, the falsetto backups, the cool bass part or just 
attempted the infectious whistle. The song shot 
to Number One on the Billboard singles chart for 
two weeks—September 24 and October 1.1988— 
and earned Grammys for Song of the Year, Record 
of the Year and Best Pop Vocal Performance. 

For McFerrin, there was nothing particularly 
unusual about the song or the recording. It was 
one of several he wrote for his Elektra album Sim¬ 
ple Pleasures, on which he also covered a handful 
of rock classics—all constructed from multiple a 

cappella overdubs—including "Sunshine of Your 
Love,” "Good Lovin’” and “Drive My Car.’’ By this 
point, McFerrin had already established himself as 
a unique vocal talent with an incredible range and 
an uncanny gift for both improvisation and inter¬ 
pretation. His critically hailed 1984 breakthrough 
album (his second). The Voice, consisted entirely of 
solo vocal performances (no overdubs at all). 

But on Simple Pleasures, through the mira¬ 
cle of overdubbing, McFerrin became a one-man 
band. The project began in the fall of'87 at Power 
Station in New York. Though McFerrin lived in 
the San Francisco Bay Area, Linda Goldstein, his 
manager and producer since 79, lived in Man¬ 
hattan, and shortly before this the singer had 
cut the theme song for The Cosby Show at Power 
Station with engineer Chris Tergesen using the 
multiple overdub method. Some of Simple Plea¬ 
sures was cut there, but “Don’t Worry Be Happy” 
was among the tracks recorded at Fantasy Stu¬ 
dios in Berkeley, Calif., in the winter of’88. 

As for the origin of the song, according to 
Goldstein, “We had just seen the movie The Three 

Amigos and we were all doing the bad Spanish ac¬ 
cents from that film. We (McFerrin. Goldstein and 
Tergesen] were just cracking each other up, and we 
were making all sorts of stupid jokes, like, ‘It takes 
Juan to know Juan.’ We arrived at Fantasy and the 
entrance to one door said ‘STU’ and the other 
‘DIOS,’ and we thought that was hilarious, so we 
kept going with Spanish accents. Bobby went to 
the piano in the midst of all this and started play¬ 
ing this tune, and I said. ‘Why don’t you sit down 
and write some lyrics to that?’ And Bobby wouldn’t 
stop doing this character, which is funny because 
to this day people think it’s Bob Marley or some Ja¬ 
maican guy. But it’s not. That’s how bad his Span¬ 
ish accent is!" The title came from the best-known 
saying of the Indian mystic Meher Baba. 

For recording multiple parts, Tergesen says, 
“Bobby used to go out there and start with what 
he called the basic track, which was a rhythm 
bass-y part. He would do his trademark thing of 
slapping his chest as he sang the bass part and it 
would also create little transients and percussive 
sounds coming out of his voice. Sometimes he 
would double it, and then he would do harmonies 
after that, and somewhere along the line he would 
come up with the melody and play with that for a 
while. Last would be the lead vocal. The mic I al¬ 
ways used on Bobby was a Neumann tube U47” 
Tergesen and Goldstein would then assemble a 
master composite from a combination of takes 
and punch-ins, doing a rough mix along the way. 

He describes Fantasy Studio A as “a medium 
to big-sized room. You could get 40 to 50 guys in 
there. But wherever we went, we would put him 
in the main recording space so he wouldn’t sound 
like he was in a phone booth and feel claustropho¬ 
bic singing into a wall.” The control room had an 
SSL console and Mitsubishi 1-inch, 32-track digital 
recorder, though only eight tracks were needed for 
“Don't Worry.” Tergesen notes, “I used a Neve pre¬ 
amp and probably a UREI 1176 compressor with a 
very low compression ratio—4:1.” The album was 
mixed on an SSL at Power Station. 

Actually, it was the appearance of “Don’t 
Worry Be Happy” on the soundtrack of the Tom 
Cruise film Cocktail in the summer of '88 that 
brought it to the mass public. Why was it a hit? 
“1 think we captured this unpretentious pure joy 
that is part of Bobby,” Goldstein says. “Everyone 
expected him to take the route of self-promotion 
that is sort of required by the industry, but that’s 
not Bobby. He basically decided to stay home. 
That song had its own wings.” And it still does— 
popping up regularly in films, on TV and on end¬ 
less compilations. Ill 
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NEW FROM 
BOOKS 

Life in the Fast Lane 
Selected Works of Stephen St.Croix 
Stephen St.Croix inspired, provoked and 

educated Mix magazine's readers for 18 

years in his one-of-a-kind column, "The Fast 

Lane." As an inventor, musician and engineer, 

St.Croix offered his audience a wealth of 

knowledge and vision, as well as a Harley-

riding rock-star attitude. Now, two years after 

his death, the editors of Mix have selected 

the best of St.Croix's columns, presented 

with never-before-seen photos, notes and 

drawings from his personal files. This book 

takes "The Fast Lane" beyond the pages of 

Mix and lends new insight into the life and 

mind of Stephen St.Croix. 

To order your copy, go to www.mixbooks.com 
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By Sarah Benzuly 

Vampire Weekend 
STUDIO SOUND GIVEN A LIVE BOOST 

Considering the band’s calypso-esque, 
Afro-Cuban leanings, it was a bit odd to 
hear DJ Kool’s “Let Me Clear My Throat” 
played as background music as Vampire 
Weekend walked onstage at Oakland, 
Calif.’s Paramount Theater—but that’s 
exactly what the band and the sold-out 
crowd did. Despite being considered an 
overnight success with the release of its 
latest, Contra, Vampire Weekend took to 
the stage like old hands. With intelligent 
guitar hooks, pop-centric vocals and a 
progressive synth accentuating the bom¬ 
bastic drumming, the band and crew set 
out to re-create as much of the album as 

possible. 
“I try to faithfully and dynamically 

reproduce the record in a live environ¬ 
ment," offers front-of-house engineer 
Neil Heal. “A lot of people don’t appre¬ 
ciate the effort that goes into making a 
record and just ‘make it louder.’ I know 
months of work have gone into [making 
the album] and I only get one chance to 
re-create that. I might like a certain way 
something sounds, but if it’s unrepre¬ 
sentative of the record, it’s just massag¬ 
ing my ego and that’s not why I’m here. 
Some of what I do and how I do it en¬ 
hances the band’s live sound, but it nev¬ 

er strays too far from or dramatically 
changes the original intentions.” 

That being said, Vampire Weekend 
is a band that likes to experiment with 
its sound—bringing in different tex¬ 
tures, tempos and the like to give the 
audience something just a bit more to 
gnaw on. “Occasionally, they want to try 
mixing things up a bit and when they 
do, Rostam [Batmanglij, synth; also 
producer/engineer on Contra) normally 
comes out front with me and we’ll lis¬ 
ten to the rest of the band and try differ¬ 
ent things,” Heal says. "Pretty much it’s 
trusted to me to make sure it’s right." 
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-live vampire weekend 

Clockwise, from left: bassist Chris Baio, vocal¬ 
ist €zra Koenig, Rostam Batmanglij (sgnth) and 
drummer Chris Tomson 

Key to making sure that everything sounds 
the way it should is the Soundcraft Vi6 board at 
FOH. Heal chose this console as it “sounds great 
and is the most ‘analog’ of all the digital desks 
I’ve used. More importantly, I can do four things 
at the same time and see all of my channels right 
there; I’m not scrolling through menus or won¬ 
dering what ‘XXX’ flavor-of-the-month plug-in 
may or may not be doing. 1 can concentrate on 
the mix and not worry about the technology.” 

Heal uses a Distressor over Ezra Koenig’s 
main vocal and a Yamaha SPX2000 for vocal 

distortion on one song, which bumps his chan¬ 
nel count to 56. “1 have no idea how that hap¬ 
pened!” Heal enthuses. “With that desk, it’s just 
so easy to add things and experiment with new 
ways to re-create the album’s production.” 

Monitor engineer Chris Moon is also tak¬ 
ing the digital route, manning an Avid Profile. 
He opted for this console because its snapshots 
are user-friendly. “I have snapshots on every 
song saved, which puts me at a good starting 
point,” Moon says. “I still have little cues to do 
within the song, though. The snapshots save 

me from cycling through multiple pages on the 
fly. Ezra relies mainly on his guitar for pitching: 
It varies from song to song for each member, 
hence all the snapshots. I also chose the board 
because it’s easily available around the world. 
So for the shows when we are not traveling with 
production, it’s usually not a problem to have 
one on-site.” Moon is not carrying any outboard 
gear, instead making use of such onboard plug¬ 
ins as Crane Song Phoenix on some of his in¬ 
puts and outputs. 

Moon is taking 41 inputs from the stage, in¬ 
cluding the bandmembers’ mixes. “All the guys 
seem to take their instruments and vocals the 
loudest," Moon says. “Then everything fdls in 
around them. Chris Tomson ’s [drums] mix com¬ 
prises a lot of drums, bass and then all the oth¬ 
er inputs. The same goes for Chris Baio’s [bass] 
mix: bass and drums. Ezra’s mix is based on his 
vocals and guitar, and then just a couple things 
here and there. Rostam takes all the keys, along 
with his guitar. During the show, depending 
what song is being played, I am having to turn 
inputs on and off for the guys. There are many 
changes that are made to their mixes throughout 
the course of the show. I’m pretty much always 
in communication with the band. They don’t ask 
for much, but when they do I’m there for them. 

Knowledgeable for Shure 
In Stock for Shure 

" ' For Oyer 32years 
A mJ 1?*? —S* h -r- f Call/a Sales Pro Today 

800-356-5844 
or visit fullcompass.com 
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The most important part of my mix is to know 
that the band is having a good time onstage. It 
all starts with them, so keeping them happy 
with what they need to hear is going to reflect 
on their performance.” 

The band is on in-ears: Koenig and Batman-
glij use Ultimate Ears UE 10s; Baio and Tomson 
are on UE 7s with the ambient option. All in¬ 
ears are run on Sennheiser G3 Series hardware. 
Moon also employs Meyer MJF-212 wedges lin¬ 
ing the stage for the rhythm section. “There are 
a lot of drums and bass going through [the Mey¬ 
er wedges]," Moon says. “They handle the low 
end very well—nice and punchy.” 

P.A. Du Jour 
Another important factor that helps re-cre¬ 
ate the album sound is having the same gear 
night after night. With the exception of local 
racks, stages and mies, all equipment is pro¬ 
vided by Thunder Audio—with whom Heal 
had previously worked on tours for the White 
Stripes and Raconteurs—including mies. Ev¬ 
ery onstage mic is part of the Sennheiser’s e900 
range: e945s on vocals, 901/902 on kick, 905s on 
snare, 904s on toms, 906s on the guitars; Heal 
is a Sennheiser endorser. All Dis are Radial, the 
best Heal says he’s come across. Batmanglij’s 
keyboard setup is also Dl’d: a Korg SV1 piano. 

a few vintage keys and a variety of sounds com¬ 
ing from his laptop. “1 have five Radial Dis for 
him and he plays through a [Roland] JC-120 that 
I mike up,” Heal adds. 

As for the “flavor of the day” P.A., the tour 
has been seeing either V-DOSC, d&b J Series 
or Meyer Sound’s MILO. Neal says that the fall 
leg of the tour will see full production, and he 
believes that the MILO will be selected. Nor¬ 
mal system setup comprises 12 on each side 
with nine subs per side, four front-fills and 
side hangs when needed. And with any tour— 
whether carrying full P.A. or relying on house-

provided—Heal tunes the system each day. “I 
pink-noise the P.A., run an oscillator sweep or 
two and then voice the system,” Neal explains. 
“Then 1 have a few tracks that I play through, 
including a few Vampire Weekend tracks—af¬ 
ter all, that’s what’s playing through the P.A. at 
show time! 

“This is definitely one of the best tours I’ve 
been on,” Heal continues. “Every crew member 
could have their own stand-up comedy show. Ev¬ 
erybody gets on really well.” Ill 

Sarah Benzuly is Mix’s managing editor. 

Being compatible to conventional LC connectors the opticalCON DUO is the ideal solution for 
equipment connections and system integration. The opticalCON QUAD is based on the proven 
opticalCON DUO connection system, but with 4 channels it is optimized for POINT-TO-POINT 
interconnections and multichannel routing. A comprehensive range of accessories like breakout 
boxes, SFP transceiver adapters and panels completes the robust fiber optic system and guarantees 
connection to all fiber optic devices. 

www.neutrik.com f\IEUTf?IK 
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Meyer Believes in Linux 
Meyer Sound has joined the Linux Foundation, a 

nonprofit organization dedicated to accelerating 

the growth of Linux. Meyer currently uses em¬ 

bedded Linux in the development of the D-Mitri 

digital audio platform and Galileo loudspeaker¬ 

management system. 

“I started using Linux in 1994. right after col¬ 

lege," says Perrin Meyer. "At the time, Sun or HP 

Unix workstations cost about $100,000, and after 

I graduated, I no longer had access to Columbia’s 

computers. So [by] using my own computer with 

Linux, I was able to keep the same advanced pro¬ 

gramming environment I had in school. MS-DOS 

and Windows were very painful for computational 

acoustics or digital signal processing research since 

Windows was still 16-bit while Linux was already 

32-bit. While in graduate school at NYU, I used my 

home Linux machines with the Sun servers. Linux 

liberated me from the ‘dark basement computer 

room.' By the time I graduated in 2001, Linux had 

become more sophisticated than Sun or Silicon 

Graphics workstations. By 2005, Linux had become 

the dominant platform for scientific computing.” 

Asked why Linux is important to Meyer, Perrin 

Meyer (senior DSP engineer) and John McMahon 

(executive director, digital products) respond: “We 

use embedded Linux in our LCS line of audio pro¬ 

cessors. Having access to the source code and be¬ 

ing able to modify it if necessary, we can make sure 

we’re using hardware to its maximum potential. 

Also, embedded Linux lets us determine when to 

upgrade or not. We develop powerful software ap¬ 

plications that depend on feature-rich development 

environments and run-time systems. Linux offers 

an open-source platform that isn't dependent on 

closed-source limitations or encumbered by com¬ 

plex and often expensive licensing agreements. 

"Linux is now the dominant platform used by 

scientists worldwide, so when we collaborate with 

universities for research, Linux is the natural com¬ 

puting platform to use. For example, Meyer Sound 

recently sponsored some software research from 

the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at 

NYU. The goal is to develop better algorithms for 

computational acoustics. And the platform they 

use at Courant is Linux." 

fix it Penn & Teller FOH Engineer IDagne Willard 

Even though we have only two cast members, one of whom [Teller] never speaks, we engage 20 mic/receiver 

sets over three band splits. Penn Jillette is double-miked with one transmitter in a low-band split and one 

transmitter in a high-band split. Penn plays a double-miked upright bass and Teller plays a set of vibes 

outfitted with a wireless transmitter. The show also uses five handheld wireless mies for audience interaction 

and a handheld mic for the pianist, Mike jones. Our original gear had pretty much reached the end of its 

shelf life. I was very concerned about the RF mysteries 

posed by the White Spaces debacle, particularly because 

free spectrum in Vegas is extremely limited. We were 

immediately impressed with the PWS DB-16. It’s made a 

huge difference in the security of our transmissions. The 

internal filters protect us from undesirable signals from 

other sources within our spectrum. We’ve experienced 

no frequency interruption and zero intermods by other 

sources, even when we had the political conventions next 

door. The box worked and continues to work flawlessly 

since Day One. We feel totally protected. 
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Gaelic Storm 
Gaelic Storm is out in support of their release 

Cabbage (Lost Again). Mix caught up with FOH 

engineer/production manager Pete Wildermuth. 

How much gear are you carrying? 

The band doesn’t need amps and loads of 

equipment onstage to make the big sound that 

accompanies the high-spirited atmosphere of their 

live shows. The few racks of gear we carry have es¬ 

sential signal processing and our wireless system. 

So you’re mainly using house-provided gear. 

I will encounter a wide array of analog and digital 

desks, and it's an excellent way to stay sharp and 

to use my troubleshooting skills when I encoun¬ 

ter the system that is out of phase, the bad insert 

cable or a channel strip that's on the fritz. We are 

able to maintain a consistent sound because we 

have control over what's happening onstage. 

What is the most important part of your mix? 

With the combination of instruments in the band, 

the most challenging thing is to make the mix sound 

full. There is an abundance of upper-midrange fre¬ 

quencies that require some careful notch filtering. I 

find that cutting 4 kHz and 8 kHz on the bagpipes 

really helps to soften it up. I also find myself boost¬ 

ing a bit of low-mid with the pipes. With no bass 

guitar in the band, I compensate for that by keeping 

the bottom end of the guitar as prominent as I can, 

while being careful to cut just a bit of where it can 

get muddy, usually around 160 cycles. 



Mixing UJith SAC 
Composer Michel Legrand was recently honored 

in a star-studded tribute held at the MGM Grand 

provided the engine for both the FOH and moni¬ 

tor mixes; FOH was controlled via a remote com-

Garden Arena (Las Vegas). The event was filmed 

for a PBS concert special and featured a 66-piece 

orchestra, as well as performances by Dionne War¬ 

wick, George Benson, Melissa Manchester, Frank 

puter. The FOH position also used a i6-channel 

fader “surface” for hands-on adjustments. In ad¬ 

dition to the myriad zones, mixes and feeds from 

FOH and monitors, SAC also facilitated 62-track 

recording of rehearsals. 

The ability to play back 

rehearsal recordings as a 

virtual orchestra allowed 

Pepper and Bob Lentini, 

SAC company founder 

and monitor mixer for 

this event, to walk the 

room with a wireless 

Netbook and tweak 

the house mix after the 

orchestra and other per¬ 

formers left. Lentini was 

also able to mix down 

a rehearsal segment 

and provide an audio 

mix that was used for 

Sinatra Jr., Andy Williams, Jerry Lewis and others. 

Engineer Lee Pepper and his company, RRS Audio, 

were contracted to provide the live sound system 

design, which included a d&b audiotechnik J Se¬ 

ries rig (main L/R/C, "outer” left and right, subs, 

front-fills) from Las Vegas-based 3G Productions. 

The SAC virtual mixing, software-based system 

was in a host computer located backstage. This 

the show's opening video segment. Using the 

Netbook, Lentini was able to sit next to Legrand at 

his piano and make real-time adjustments to the 

monitors per his suggestions and needs. "Being 

able to freely roam the stage with my Netbook was 

a great advantage in setting the monitors. Stand¬ 

ing side-by-side with the stars of the show was 

awesome for me,” Lentini says. 

Installed by ITI Audio Inc. and consultant Brian 
Miller of Edit Design, U Street Music Hall's (IDash-
ington, D.C.) sound system comprises four Martin 
Audio H3 speakers, tuio H3H speakers, two F15 DJ 
monitors and five LUS 218X subwoofers. Power is 
via 12 Crown Macrotech amps paired with three 
Crown CDi Install Series speakers. 

Seasoned FOH engineer David Morgan is using 

Earthworks DFKi Drum Fullkit mies on the current 

Carole King and James Taylor Troubadour reunion tour: 

“When I first heard the Earthworks mies through the 

P.A., I thought, 'My God, we just lost the box and we 

are listening to drums.’ I believe that will be the first re¬ 

action of any engineer who hears these mics.”...Front-

of-house engineer David “Milky” Millward is manning 

an Allen & Heath ¡Live digital mixing system for indie 

rockers Tindersticks’ European tour...The new sound 

system at the Palace Theater (Cleveland) includes a 

Nexo sound system and Yamaha digital consoles; the 

system was designed/installed by NAC Technologies... 

Canadian rock four-piece Marianas Trench recently 

used an APB-DynaSonics ProRack console for their 

wireless IEM system. 

Ill road-uuorthy gear 
Soundcraft Vii Digital Console 

Priced from $2zk, the Vit™ features a wide¬ 

screen Vistonics interface, 32x27 analog I/O, 

six digital inputs, four stereo FX returns and six 

digital outs in a 3-foot chassis. Features include 

46-channel mix capacity (expandable to 64 by 

adding a stagebox), 16 motorized faders, eight 

output/VCA faders, two master faders, four 

stereo Lexicon effects engines, BSS graphic EQs 

on all output buses and integral dynamics on 

all channels. 

www. sou ndcra ft.com 

Mackie SRM1801 Powered Sub 

Designed specifically for use with Mackie’s 

SRM450 v2, the SRM1801 has an i8-inch 

woofer driven by a 

i.oooW Class-D amp via 

onboard 125Hz cross¬ 

over, tuning filters, and 

stereo highpass and full¬ 

range outputs for single 

or double-sub use. The 

robust, solid-plywood 

enclosure is lightweight 

(73 pounds), covered 

with textured black 

paint and has an inte¬ 

grated pole mount that 

supports any portable 

full-range loudspeaker. 

Retail is $879. 

www.mackie.com 

Ashly Audio P€MA 

Intended to simplify small-to-medium business 

installs, PEMA (Protea Equipped Media Ampli¬ 

fier) merges Ashly DSP with four or eight amp 

channels (125W and 250W) in a two-space unit. 

It offers feedback suppression, automatic mixer, 

filters, EQs and delays, as well as DSP control of 

bridge mode, constant voltage system HPF set¬ 

tings, ducking priorities, remote gain, etc. Setup 

is via 10/100 Ethernet protocol and Ashly's 

Protea-NE PC software. I/Os are balanced mic/ 

line and/or CobraNet and EtherSound digital, 

wv.w.ashiwirn III 
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1Ü 
Norah 

Grammy-winning singer/ 

songwriter Norah Jones is 

back on the road to sup¬ 

port The Fall. Accompanied 

by a stellar backing band, 

this usually mellow art¬ 

ist brought an energetic, 

riveting and incredible-

sounding show to San 

Francisco’s Fillmore. 
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According to tech Kelly Macaulay (left, with stage 
manager John Hoffman), Jones also plays a Wurlitzer 
200 that is run through a Sans Amp Classic to get the 
overdriven sound into a Keeley-modified Ibanez ana¬ 
log delay pedal into her Vox Pathfinder 15R amp. 

Front-of-house engineer Brett Dicus mans 
a 48-channel Avid D-Show Profile config¬ 
ured with five DSP cards, HDx and ECx. "I 
chose this desk because of its reliability, 
automation, plug-ins and the very use¬ 
ful and utilized feature of it being a VNC 
server, which provides control from any 
of my computers or tablet computers. 
We use every channel, plus I have a few 
pre's for additional channels of audience 
mies." Onboard plug-ins include Waves C4 
(vocals/bass), McDSP, Elysia, Crane Song 
and Flux. "These give me the control I need 
to consistently adapt to the wide range of 
rooms we are playing," Dicus explains. 

Four members of the band do a little jam at the end of the show sur¬ 
rounding a Neumann TLM103 mic. Dicus has a Waves Q10 inserted on 
the channel, as well as the strip EQ to help eliminate feedback and 
then to contour the tone. 

The Audio Analysts-supplied Mey¬ 
er Sound P.A. comprises 24 MICA 
Line array boxes, six HP700 subs, 
12 CQ-2S for near- and side-fills, 
and six MiDs as front-fills. Ac¬ 
cording to systems engineer Spen¬ 
cer Ellis (left), "We are feeding 
all of the separate zones via AES 
into two Galileo 616s [main and 
spare] with a backup analog feed 
coming from monitor world." At 
FOH, Ellis' workstation includes 
two Apple Mac Minis running 
Windows: Computer A has Smaart 

and Meyer Sound's RMS; Computer B runs Meyer Sound's Compass, 
which he uses for system EQ and delaying zones. He sends two RTA 
mies to Smaart via Sound Devices’ USBPre: one hardwired and one via 
Lectrosonics wireless. 
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Monitor engineer John "Boo" Bruey mixed on a 48-channel 
Avid D-Show Profile using only one instantiation of a noise 
generator to help test the system. "This show, mostly with 
[Audio Analysts SLP] wedges in use, does not require much 
beyond what the channels strip has to offer," Bruey says. 
"€very bandmember has a wedge mix; however, the vocalists 
have in-ears available that occasionally get used for TV and 
arena dates. The band is set up very close together onstage 
so they can hear each other and the house. This works out 
well for me because our stage levels end up being lower 
with a more controlled monitor mix." 

Smokey Hormel's (below) 
guitar runs through about 
14 pedals, including a Full¬ 
tone wah, Hot Cake and 
analog delays. That signal 
is driven by two amps: a '63 
Fender Deluxe with a Shure 
SM7 mic and a ’73 Fender 
Twin with a Shure SM57 mic. 

The Vamaha Spinet Piano comprises five inputs and some compression. 
Dicus uses two KM184S inside to capture the natural tone and noises 
around the hammers and strings. Inside is an installed Helpinstill Up¬ 
right pickup. On the back of the piano are two Barcus Berry B4000XL-P 
planar wave pickups (pictured). "The Helpinstill pickup was added later 
in the tour to help give monitors a consistent mono input that contains 
all of the piano notes," Dicus explains. "The pickups and the mies work 
very well; however, the Helpinstill helps capture the low-mid of the 

piano. At FOH, I have all of this bused to a stereo group that is then processed with a 
[Waves] C4, Q6 and Rcomp." 

Bassist Gus Seyffert plays an 
Electric Sunn 1200 with 1x15 cab 
and miked with a 421. His upright 
is a Sunn 2000s with 2x15 cab 
miked with a Shure SM7. 

Sasha Dobson's Gibson ES-
125T electric guitar runs through 
a Boss Digital Delay into a Fend¬ 
er Deluxe Reverb amplifier. Her 
acoustic Martin runs through a 
SansAmp parametric DI. Banjo 
is a Deering 6-string that goes 
through a second parametric DI. 
Percussion is a soya bean oil can 
mounted on a DW 6000 Series 
snare stand and a "kit" compris¬ 
ing a 16-inch pawnshop floor 
tom and a CB 14-inch chrome 
snare covered with black cloth to 
deaden them. 

Jones uses two Vox 
Pathfinder 15R amps: 
one at the guitar posi¬ 
tion (miked with a 
TLM103) and the oth¬ 
er at the Wurlitzer 
position amp (Shure 
KSM32). These are 
mounted to the amp 
with a custom Audio 
Analysts Z-bar. Vo¬ 
cal mic is a Neumann 
KMS104. 

- b 
John Kirby plays six key¬ 
boards, in addition to the 
Harmonium and Marimba. 
(The Harmonium is miked 
with a KSM32 while Ma¬ 
rimba takes two Sennheiser 
e 904s that are "V'd" to¬ 
gether to capture all of the 
notes to be available in one 
mono input.) According to 
keys/guitar/drum tech Futz 

(above right, with guitar/bass tech 
Brian Gibney), "Most of John’s sounds 
come from two mid-'8os Casio sampling 
keyboards [SK-i and SK-5]. The SK-i 
runs through an Electro Harmonix 
Holy Grail Reverb and then to a Radial 
J DI passive direct box. The output of 
the SK-5 is sent to a Danelectro Dan-
Echo Analog Echo, then to an Ernie 
Ball Mono Volume Pedal, followed by a 
Behringer mixer with built-in effects 
that sends the signal to a Trek II UC-iA 
footswitched preamp that drives a Les¬ 
lie 147 rotary speaker cabinet." 

The organ is a '60s Realistic 
Musideck that is sent through an Ernie 
Ball Mono Volume Pedal, then through 
the mixer where the signal splits to the 
Leslie and to one side of a '70s Fender 
Bassman Amplifier (for solo parts). On 
top of the Musideck is a Roland JX-3P 
keyboard that runs through another 
Holy Grail Reverb and then to a second 
Radial JDI passive direct box. "We 
also have a stock ’70s Wurlitzer 200A 
electric piano going through a Boss 
BD-2 Blues Driver (for extra crunch) 
and an Ibanez AD-9 analog delay before 
going to the bass input of the Fender 
Bassman,” says Futz. 
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Barefoot Sound 
MicroMain35 
3-Way Active 
Monitor w/ 
Integral Subs 
Following in the footsteps of 
the MicroMain27, the new 
MicroMain35 brings 
revolutionary Barefoot three-
way technology into an even 
more compact enclosure. 

Chandler Limited 
Little Devils 
Following the rich tradition of 
English 60s and 70s console design, 
the new Little Devil 
500-Series Equalizer & Compressor 
combine Chandler's best designs with 
the hottest designs from the past. 

Retro 2A3 Dual Channel 
Tube Program EQ 

“The Retro 2A3 has become my new ‘go to’ on kick. Clean and open but 
big and with lots of character. Everything Retro makes is just quality tone." 

- Joe Chiccarelli 

Weiss DS1-MK3 
The Weiss DS1-MK3 compressor / limiter I de-esser is not only used by 
top mastering engineers, but top mixers too! Try it on the mix bus and 
you won’t turn back. New presets by Bob Katz make it “plug and play." 

Avid ICON D-Command ES 
The D-Command® ES console gives you powerful, hands-on command 

over projects of any size, yet packs its renowned ICON exclusive 
Pro Tools® functionality into a compact footprint that 

fits nicely in smaller studios. • Select Locations 

Millennia HV-3D Mic Preamp 
“An excellent value offering impeccable audio specs, first-rate 
construction and sonic transparency under any conditions. The 
Millennia Media HV-3 is for those who seek absolute purity in 

reproduction.” - George Petersen, Mix Magazine 

Millennia 
Music & Media Systems 
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NEW! 
Shadow Hills Dual 
Vandergraph 
Discrete 
500 Series 
Compressor 
The Dual Vandergraph is a direct 
descendant of the Shadow Hills 
Mastering Compressor and 
maintains its reputation of 
unquestionable quality and 
exceptional performance. 

shadow hills 

Borrowing the amp circuitry from the 
acclaimed ELAM 251E and C-12, 
the AR-51 provides a sonically superb 
and versatile tube mic option for the 
budget-conscious. 

Electrodyne 501 
Mic Pre & 511 EQ 
The legendary Electrodyne sound is 
now available in the 500-series format! 

NEW! 
Telefunken 
Elektroakustik 
AR-51 

Thermionic Culture Fat Bustard 12 
Channel Tube Mixer 

More than just a straight summing mixer, this new offering provides 
sound shaping, too, with a simple, yet powerful EQ, stereo with 

width & depth controls & the new “Attitude” distortion section. The 
Fat Bustard lives up to its name guaranteeing big, fat sounds! 

Thermionic Culture 
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SSL X-Desk SuperAnalogue Mixer 
Built from the same SuperAnalogue DNA as the AWS 900+, 

Duality and Matrix consoles, the X-Desk brings benchmark audio 
performance to the compact mixer format. 

Solid State Logic 

Apogee Symphony System 
“Most simply put, the Symphony System rocks and is rock solid! 

I now have the sonic quality Apogee is known for mixed with seamless 
integration on my Mac Pro/Logic rig. Life in the studio is good!” 

- Vincent di Pasquale Ä

FREE SHIPPING! 
WHEN YOU ORDER ONLINE 

Pay Later! / Bill Later 
t Subject to Credit Approval 

^vintagekingaudio 
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EASY FINANCING OPTIONS 
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STUDIO INSTALLATIONS 
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Reseller 
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RECYCLE YOUR GEAR! 
Interested in trading 
your gear or just selling it? O 
VISIT www.vintageking.com/recycle 



NEW PRODUCTS 

t<< C

Analog Excellence 
Analogue ToneBuss 

The Analogue ToneBuss (price TBA) from Rascal 

Audio (www.rascalaudio.com) uses all-discrete, 

Class-A circuitry (no ICs) with custom-wound I/O 

transformers. Front panel controls include pan 

switches for channels 1 to 4 and switchable direct 

throughputs for channels 5 and 6. These give users 

without a patchbay the ability to hardwire their favor¬ 

ite outboard processors to their D/A outputs. When 

editing, simply switch to the DIR position, process 

and re-record the audio, and then switch back to L/R 

when it's time for mixdown. Other features include 

balanced in/outs on DB-25 connectors, and main and 

monitor L/R outputs. 

Rascal Audio 

From a Scream to a UUhisper 
VB Amp Enclosure VocalBooth.com 

The VB Amp Enclosure™ (www.vocalbooth.com) lets users record am¬ 

plified instruments without sacrificing volume. Each enclosure has a 

convoluted foam interior, heavy fabric exterior, cable porting and the 

VB Iso Pad. VB Amp Enclosures are available in four sizes in two differ¬ 

ent series. The VB Amp Box'" includes ventilation and is recommended 

for combo amps. The VB Speaker Box’" does not include ventilation 

and is recommended for speaker cabinets only. Prices start at $995. 

High-End I/O for Pro Tools 
NTP Technology DAD AX24 192 PHD Interface 

NTP Technology's (www.digitalaudio.dk) DAD AX24 192 PHD (price TBA) is a new version 

of the AX24 8-channel, high-end AD/DA audio converter that comes complete with an inter¬ 

face card connecting it directly to Avid's Pro Tools. The AX24 192 PHD supports sampling 

rates from 44.1 up to 192 kHz, and offers an optional high-quality mic preamp. The unit can 

be configured with eight analog inputs or eight analog outs, or both. It is operated via the 

DADman control application, which is capable of handling 128 channels and can be auto¬ 

mated from Pro Tools (emulating the Avid Pro Tools PRE) or via EuCon for operation from 

Euphonix’s MC-Pro and 5-MC hardware controllers. 

Disaster-Ready 
ioSafe Solo SSD Hard Drive 

Billed as the world's first solid-state, disaster-proof external hard drive, the Solo SSD hard 

drive from ioSafe (www.iosafe.com) has a /^-inch-thick, military-grade steel-drive casing 

with a rated crush load of 5,000 pounds. It can stand a 1,000g shock for 1 millisecond, 

can be exposed to 1,55O°F for 30 minutes (while not in operation) and can be fully im¬ 

mersed at 30 feet for 30 days with no data loss. The unit stores 256 CB; has eSATA and 

USB 2 interfaces; is compatible with Windows, Linux and Mac; and weighs 20 pounds. 

Prices start at $495 and include a one-year data-recovery service. 
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Money-Saving Alignment Tool 
VocAlign Project 3 VST 3 Plug-In 

Synchro Arts’ (www.synchroarts.com) VocALign Project 3 VST 3 

plug-in ($325 electronic delivery; $99 upgrade) integrates with Stein¬ 

berg’s Cubase 4 and 5, as well as Nuendo 4 and 5. At the touch of a 

button, VocALign automatically synchronizes two audio signals. For 

cost-conscious studio owners, VocALign Project 3 multiplatform 

licenses are delivered on iLok. By purchasing one multiplatform li¬ 

cense, the user can run VocALign Project 3 as a VST 3 version, an AU 

version for Logic and an Audio Suite version for Pro Tools. Owners 

of a VocALign Project 3 license will be able to run the VST 3 version 

at no further cost. Demos of the plug-in that last for two weeks are 

available for download. 

Synchro Arts 

Have Hour Bass Hour UUay 
Blue Sky SAT 6.5 €XR Monitors 

Blue Sky’s (www.abluesky.com) first monitor designed to be used 

with or without a subwoofer, the two-way, bi-amplified, near-field 

SAT 6.5 EXR ($949 each) has dual 100-watt amplifiers and two 

independent XLR balanced inputs—one for full-range operation, 

the other with an 80Hz highpass filter for use with Blue Sky’s SUB 

12, SUB 212 and SUB 15 Universal. The monitor’s 6.5-inch cast-

The Oxford Oracle 
iPhone App 

Curious iPhone owners will want to download 

this free app from Sonnox (www.sonnoxplugins 

.com) featuring demos, tutorials and other info 

related to Sonnox Oxford Plug-Ins. The app 

allows the user to view Sonnox tutorial videos 

on the entire range of Oxford Plug-Ins, plus a 

collection of informative, entertaining demos 

by such celebrated producer/mixers as Fab Du¬ 

pont, Nils Hahman and many others. 

Sonnox 

aluminum frame woofer has a hemispherical-shaped, mica-filled 

polypropylene cone with rubber surround paired with a i-inch dual¬ 

ring radiator tweeter with integral waveguide. 

Monolith Speaker Stands Unity Audio 

Made of heavy-gauge, 5mm steel stock finished in a black¬ 

powder coat, the 8o-plus-pound Monolith ($430 each) 

speaker stands from Unity Audio (www.unityaudio.co.uk) 

come in single- and triple-leg designs. Each leg is drilled with 

a number of equally spaced holes and locking pins that fix the 

legs to the desired height. Both top and bottom plates are 

drilled and tapped with M8 threads to accept heavy-duty M8 

knurled spikes to decouple the speaker from the floor. The 

stand height adjusts from 32 inches to 54 inches. Ill 

Adjustable, Solid 
Sonic Platform 
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DPA 5100 Mobile Surround Microphone 
5.1 Recording Solution With Quality Sound, Easy Setup/Placement 

New from DPA Microphones is the 5100 Mobile 
Surround Microphone, a multicapsule, self-con¬ 
tained mic for surround recording. The 5100 has 
five 48-volt, phantom-powered microphone ele¬ 
ments in a handsome (yet vaguely bicycle seat¬ 
shaped) array: L/C/R and Ls/Rs, along with a 
sixth output for the subwoofer channel that is 
derived by summing the left and right front mi¬ 
crophone channels with a lOdB/octave roll-off. 
It’s truly plug-and-play, lightweight (176 ounces) 
and discrete; no other processing is required for 
basic surround recording and mixing. 

The five capsules are pre-polarized omni-di¬ 
rectional condenser elements, and directional¬ 
ity is achieved using DPA’s proprietary DiPMic ' 
(Directional Pressure Microphone) technology. 
Mounted between the front L/C/R capsules are 
interference tubes and acoustic baffles to in¬ 
crease directionality. With a wide dynamic range 
and low sensitivity to wind noise, the 5100 is 
well suited for a variety of surround pickup en¬ 
vironments, indoors and outdoors. Fans of the 
versatile (but somewhat noisier) DPA 4O6x min¬ 
iature capsule series will be pleasantly surprised 
to find that the five individual capsules in the 
5100 have a noise floor that is lower by 5 dB, 
which is a critical improvement that allows for 
more serious recordings. 

The 5100 includes standard Euro-style 3/8-
inch sockets on both its top and bottom, along 
with a U.S.-standard 5/g-inch threaded adapter 
for attaching the mic to camcorder brackets, 
mic stands or stereo mic bars, and suspen¬ 
sion mounts of your own choice. However you 
mount it, there’s virtually no handling noise and 
the 5100 becomes a very quiet and stealthy-

PRODUCT SUMMARV 

COMPANY: DPA Microphones 
PRODUCT: 5100 Mobile Surround Microphone 
WEBSITE: dpamicrophones.com 
PRICE: S3,699 

PROS: Mounts from CONS: Tricky to hang, 
top or bottom. Weighs even with specialized 
only 17.6 ounces. Un- hardware. 
obtrusive appearance. 
Sonically excellent. 

looking “ear in the sky.” 
Using Windtex fabric technol¬ 

ogy, the unit’s smooth black casing 
feels like sleek tennis-shoe mate¬ 
rial: slightly padded in the right 
places, but not wobbly or flimsy. 
The 5100’s array is solidly built. 

Rounding out the package, a 
detachable Mogami breakout ca¬ 
ble (Lemo multipin to sue individ¬ 
ual male XLRs) adds flexibility and 
offers easier hanging options. The 
unit comes standard with a 16.4-
foot cable, but DPA offers other 
lengths that would prove handy 
in very large spaces, such as when 
suspended from the ceiling. Other 
options include the Windjammer 
WJ5100, which easily fits on the 
5100 and gives you an additional 
15 dB of attenuation in seriously 
noisy environments at 100 Hz. 

Round and Round 
For fast, easy 5.1 capture, you can 
mount the 5100 directly on a cam¬ 
corder or nearby stand. I couldn’t 
resist setting it up in my drive¬ 
way for doing drive-bys with my 
car, letting the dogs run around 
the mic while chasing each other 
and squirrels, and listening to a 
morning symphony of bird calls, 
cicadas and bees—all of which 
the mic reproduced in lovely sur¬ 
round sound. Videographers and 

The DPA 5100 can be mounted on a stand or a camera, 
or flown in a venue. 

Placement of the DPA 5100 at the 3,200-seat 
Verizon Hall at the Kimmel Center in Philadelphia 

sound designers will love the 5100’s ease of 
use for capturing live dialog, room tone and 
outdoor events in dead-on accurate surround 
without having to fuss with mic position or 
mess with tangled cables. Grab your favorite 
multichannel audio recorder, and you’re set. 

Moving on to more serious pursuits, the 
5100 really turned heads (and ears) in more de¬ 
manding environs, specifically two concert halls 
at the Kimmel Center in Philadelphia, where I 
often record. Thanks to an adroit I ATS E crew 

headed by lead sound tech Dave Connor, we 
first flew the 5100 in the more intimate 650-seat 
Perelman Theater for a handful of multitracked 
shows, including live jazz with singer Claudia 
Acuña and her trio; classical music with the fi¬ 
nal appearance of Ignat Solzhenitsyn as music 
director of the Chamber Orchestra of Philadel¬ 
phia; and finally a double-bill of avant-garde 
music with Brooklyn Rider and special guest 2 
Foot Yard. 

For the jazz and avant-garde performances, 
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By Joe Hannigan 

the 5100 provided a solid and smooth "overlay” 
of surround/live ambience whenever needed 
in the mix. Acuña’s show, which had a front-
of-house P.A. system in place, rendered most 
of the sound from the 5100's front mic moot, 
but its two rear-surround mies handled ambi¬ 
ence and applause superbly. On the other hand, 
I captured a dramatic, living, breathing 5.1-sur-
round performance of classical music with the 
5100, including violin soloist Soovin Kim per¬ 
forming with the Chamber Orchestra. 

To hedge my bets, I still hung my standard 
DPA 4006 stereo spaced omni pair array, and 
compared the two systems later in stereo mix¬ 
down. The 5100 more than held its own when 
used as a two-point stereo pickup system. The 
results were a bit different, but not better or 
worse, and are entirely useful for serious listen¬ 
ing and broadcast. 

Somewhere in-between the two concerts, 
1 captured a wonderful, wildly divergent set of 
material from new music pioneers Brooklyn 
Rider and 2 Foot Yard. My mixdown of that per¬ 
formance contains a blend of everything: 5.1 
ambient sound from the hall and direct mies on 
the musicians. The flexibility available in a set¬ 
up like this was priceless. 

But Wait, There's More 
The real acid test came while using the 5100 
as the main array for a live recording in the 
3,200-seat Verizon Hall of the Academy of Vo¬ 
cal Arts’ 75th-anniversary concert, produced 
for radio broadcast and subsequent DVD. Due 
to the limited availability of ceiling drops and 
cable restrictions, the 5100 provided our only 
main pickup of the hall and orchestra. We used 
spot mies for vocalists and multiple tracks for 
some orchestral parts, but for the recording’s 
real core, we relied heavily on the 5100. Thanks 
to the optional 65-foot cable and a resourceful 
crew, we were able to fly the 5100—literally in 
plain sight of everyone—directly over the con¬ 
ductor’s head at a height of about 20 feet. Its 
“stealth” look rendered it mostly invisible to al¬ 
most everyone present. 

The mic provided a superb downmix for the 
stereo radio broadcast and rock-solid 5.1 imag¬ 
ing for the DVD soundtrack. During the mix, I 
slightly delayed the rear two channels to spread 
out the applause and ambience beds. The unal¬ 
tered mix was fine as-is, but adding a little depth 
seemed to enhance the sound further. Although 
my tests never got close to the 5100’s maximum 

stated handling level of 132dB SPL, I have no 
doubt that the mic effortlessly handled tran¬ 
sients and the occasionally seriously loud pas¬ 
sages. As expected with DPA, the 5100 offers 
one smooth, silky-sounding array that can han¬ 
dle anything you put in front of it. 

Able-Bodied Surround Solution 
At $3,699, the 5100 is a welcome addition to the 
field of “point-and-shoot” surround recording 

options. As long as you have enough available 
tracks and are prepared to go the extra distance 
in deploying the unit from a ceiling or tall stand, 
the 5100 works wonderfully well in a variety of 
applications. Whether indoors or out, rain or 
shine, songbirds or opera stars—you can cap¬ 
ture it all with the 5100 III 

Joe Hannigan’s company, Weston Sound, is in its 

21st year of production. 

“I lean on Sonnox Plug-Ins” 
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REVIEWS By Kevin Becka 

Little Labs VOG Bass Resonance Tool 
Simple-to-Use, Precise Low-Frequency Booster 

Jonathan Little, the brains behind Little Labs, 
has a knack for creating sonic tools that solve 
problems in unique ways—such as his IBP 
Phase-Alignment Tool, the PCP Instrument 
Distro and the Lmnopre mic preamp—and 
provide engineers with better ways of doing 
high-quality work. The VOG Bass Resonance 
Tool, Little Labs' latest creation and the com¬ 
pany’s first 50 Series rack unit, was unveiled at 
this past fall’s AES show and is now shipping. 

VOG’s creation stems from Little’s fas¬ 
cination with design errors in circuits and 
transformers. For example, when winding 
step-up transformers, he found—by acci¬ 
dent—that he would occasionally encounter 
one that exhibited a very deep and narrow 
notch in the frequency response. He discov¬ 
ered the VOG in a similar way, and it’s very 
good at what it does. Its sole purpose is sim¬ 
ple: to beautify the bottom end of selected 
instruments by letting you dial in clean, mu¬ 
sical gain in a narrow resonant peak at your 
choice of frequencies between 20 and 300 
Hz. At the same time, anything below that 
peak value is rolled off at a steep -24dB per 
octave to reduce low-end mush. 

Little Voice 
The front panel knobs and buttons are sol¬ 
id and clearly laid out, making it easy to get 
a grasp on the VOG’s operation. The rotary 
Amplitude knob offers gain control from no 
gain (0) to +18 dB (10). There is a relay at the 
"10” position that offers the last bit of gain up 
to maximum. The Frequency knob provides 
variable frequency control, which at its “5” 

PRODUCT SUMMARV 

COMPANY: Little Labs 
PRODUCT: VOC (Voice of Cod) 
Bass Resonance Tool 
WEBSITE: www.littlelabs.com 
PRICE: $420 

PROS: Superclean gain 
boost, intuitive inter¬ 
face, mono (balanced) 
or stereo (unbalanced) 
operation. 

CONS: Rotary frequen¬ 
cy control is configured 
oddly: up for lower 
values, down for higher 
values. 

position is aligned with the three center posi¬ 
tion switches. For instance, if you push the 40 
button, the center frequency at ”5” on the Fre¬ 
quency knob is 40 Hz, and so on. The first two 
buttons represent 40 Hz, 100 Hz and 200 Hz 
(both down). The last button is marked Flat. 
This soft bypass allows you to audition the ef¬ 
fect of the unit without a change in gain. 

The VOG runs balanced signal through¬ 
out, which not only offers sonic advantages 
over a balanced/unbalanced/balanced internal 
signal path, but also allows the unit to be used 
in mono (balanced) or stereo (unbalanced). Ste¬ 
reo operation is accomplished by wiring pin 
1 to ground, pin 2 left and pin 3 right on the 
XLRs. Although 1 never used it in this fashion, 
this handy tip gives this pony an added trick. 

I used VOG on a variety of sessions, both 
on kick drum and bass with great results. 
Operation is incredibly simple and you have 
to hear this thing to grasp how brilliant it is. 
Dialing in the body in a kick—even a drab 
one—is as easy as selecting the 40 button, 
boosting gain to 10 and tuning in the booty 
with the frequency control. It’s just as good 
on bass. I pressed the 100 button and used 
the same method to bring the bass right out 
of the mud and into the mix. 

Even at maximum gain, the way the VOG 
boosts and cuts frequencies is very musical. 
Below the boost frequency, the gain falls 
off drastically at 24dB per octave. Above the 
boost frequency, the fall-off is more gradu¬ 
al and then razor-flat. We ran a number of 
bench tests including boosting the gain until 
the red overload light was lit. Even then, the 
distortion numbers were still amazingly low. 
This box offers a ton of headroom and sound¬ 
ed clean no matter where we used it. (For 
more info, be sure to check out the APx515 
bench test of the VOG in the “Mix Media” 
section at www.mixonline.com.) 

VOG Is Good 
On bass and low drums, the VOG is brilliant. 
The unit’s layout couldn’t be easier. The but¬ 
tons are well marked, making it easy to choose 

VOG's controls comprise gain and sweep 
rotary pots, and frequency choice buttons. 

your frequency range broadly, and then use 
the top knob for gain and the bottom for tun¬ 
ing in the frequency you want to boost. The 
only thing 1 didn’t like? The frequency control 
seems counterintuitive, with the higher fre¬ 
quencies represented by the lower-numbered, 
counter-clockwise turn of the dial, and vice 
versa for the lower tones. To put it in Spinal 
Tap terms, 11 is lower, which seemed strange 
to me. That, however, is easy to get used to 
because the VOG works best when you don’t 
think about its operation, but instead use your 
ears to find the tone you’re looking for. It is 
mindlessly intuitive and keeps your ears on 
the audio. Highly recommended. Ill 

Kevin Becka is Mix's technical editor. 
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¡roadway acoustic panels. 

... take control of your room!" 

A division of Radial Engineering Ltd. - 1588 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam BC V3C 5M5 

www.primacoustic.com 

Start with our highly acclaimed Broadway™ 
panels.These feature high density 61b glass¬ 
wool for maximum absorption. Unlike foam 
that only attenuates the highs, Broadway 
panels deliver smooth, even absorption down 
into the difficult to manage bass region. The 
result: Recordings are more balanced and 
mixes translate better to other rooms. 

London 12a Room Kit ! 

ARC advanced room 
I correction system , 

-■ARC' 
i——i 

Right from day one, we have been led to 
believe that a great sounding room could 
only happen if you custom built it from the 
ground up. Although world class studios will 
never be replaced, Primacoustic can get you 
closer than ever before! 

92% EFFECTIVE @ 125Hz 

L 23% EFFECTIVE @ 125HI 

: BLUE = PRIMACOUSTIC 3" BROADWAY 
J RED ■ AURALEX 3" STUDIOFOAM 

Installation is easy: unlike foam that 
ruins your walls, Broadway panels 
hang like pictures.They take no time to 
put up and look terrific! Each panel 
features resin hardened edges and is 
individually fabric wrapped in a choice 
of three architecturally neutral colors. 

Tests performed by Riverbank Labs on 3" Primacoustic 
Broadway panels and common acoustic foam. Both absorb high 
frequencies but as sound shifts to bass, the foam stops working. 

For those that want to go the extra, 
Primacoustic offers a wide array of bass 
traps, diffusers and ceiling clouds to suit. 

Primacoustic... great sound made easy! 
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. Jhat type of panels did you have? 

had a popular brand of foam and 
needed to take it down because 
liter 3 years it started to crumble 
ind fall apart. 

Jid you do the set up yourself? 

did it all myself. Primacoustic 
nade it easy and fast. Believe me, 
f I can do it, anyone can. All you 
teed is a drill, screws and a level. 

[
tun uiu yuu buiniyuic me paiicib! 

t the control room, because 
here's a lot of gear to work 
{round, I just put them where they 
5t. The mic'ing room was just bare 
va//s so it required planning. I 
Configured them randomly to 
Cover about 30% of the walls. 

,‘.~iat improvements did you hear? 

p big differencelTighter low end 
frith more of it, plus a sweeter top 
ind and a clearer, open sound. 

!—J would you compare it to foam? 
"he foam gave the guitar a bit of a 
lasal sound - more emphasis on 
nid frequencies, and not good 
>nes in my case. 

I
..tat would you tell someone 
hinking about acoustic treatment? 

' hatever you do, don t use foam, 
pecially attached with glue. The 

ham turns into dust altera while 
'jnd is a total mess. Even worse is 
~ ring to get the glue residue off your 
alls. Mine had to be completely 
nded and re-painted. Plus foam 

Joesn't sound neady as good as the 

"I did it myself...“ 
...Primacoustic made it easy! 

,‘.~iat were some of the problems 
rou noticed with the acoustics? 

Actually I never thought there 
here any problems, until I A/B'd 
he Primacoustic Broadway panels 
fith what I was using before. 

conversation with jazz/blues 
lurtar legend Scott Henderson 
Tribal Tech, Chick Corea, Jean Luc Ponty, 
loe Zawinul, Jeff Berlin, Victor Wooten) 

'iott, tell us about your studio. 

t s a two room overdub studio - a 
control room and a room to mic 
luitarcabs, horn players, singers, etc... 

Jhat do you do there as opposed 
o in commercial studios? 

use commercial studios when 
here's a drummer involved, but I 
jet the best guitar tones at home. 



VIEWS By George Petersen 

Mackie Onyx 16401 
Analog Mixer With FireWire, Pro Tools Connectivity 

Last fall, Mackie created a stir by announcing that 
its Onyx 820i console could interface with Pro 
Tools M-Powered 8 software via a simple driver 
download. Since then, the entire line of Onyx-i 
consoles is shipping; Avid and Mackie have for¬ 
malized a licensing deal; and the PT MP-8 driver 
is offered as a free download to Onyx-i owners. 
Mackie also provides a free universal driver for 
using Onyx-i mixers with PC-based DAWs such 
as SONAR or Cubase; no driver is needed with 
Mac-based systems (Logic, Digital Performer, 
etc.) using Apple’s Core Audio driver. 

I own a large Pro Tools TDM system, but what 
excited me about using the 1640i was the ease of 
doing live location recordings captured direct to 
Pro Tools. The 1640i’s 16 high-quality Onyx mic 
pre's can hold their own against many outboard 
units, and combining these with the console’s 
16-in/16-out FireWire I/O with high-performance 
Cirrus converters creates a powerful, portable 
24-bit/96kHz, 16-channel recording rig. 

The Analog Side 
After five years, the original Onyx 1640 is proven 
in the field, and one of the joys of using the new 
Onyx 1640i is its analog character. There are no 
menus, sub pages, etc.—nor automation, on¬ 
board DSP or presets—but this 16x4x2 (plus four 
stereo return) board is straightforward in design 
and easy to use. The aluminum/steel chassis is 
rock-solid, and with its onboard converters, it 
weighs a hefty 39 pounds. It offers real XLR in¬ 
puts (no “sharing” or TRS adapters on upper 
channels), individual channel phantom switches 
and (other than the TRS input jacks) all Vi-inch 
connections—line inputs, bus outputs, aux 
sends/retums, control room outs—are balanced 

PRODUCT SUMMARY 

COMPANY: Mackie 
PRODUCT: Onyx 1640i 
WEBSITE: mackie.com 
PRICE: $1,699 street 

PROS: Interfaces well CONS: Convoluted 
with Pro Tools MP-8; authorization process; 
flexible routing; clean heavy. 
preamps; 24-bit/96kHz 
converters. 

lines. Channels 1 and 2 have switchable 
DI inputs and all faders are 60 mm. Two 
D25 ports carry balanced pre-insert analog 
outs for the 16 input channels. The con¬ 
nector panel can be rotated for top/front/ 
back access. I wish Mackie would differ¬ 
entiate the control room volume knob; its 
placement is not obvious and it's the same 
size/color as adjacent pots. 

Going Digital 
1 tested the 1640i tracking directly to Logic 
Studio on a PowerBook (Snow Leopard). 
No drivers are required (thanks to Apple's 
Core Audio) and Logic immediately rec¬ 
ognized the digital feed from the Mackie. 
However, the jump to M-Powered 8 in¬ 
volves a few hoops. The driver is autho¬ 
rized for use with a single Onyx-i mixer, 
so if you own several Onyx-i units, you’ll 
need several drivers, although the same 
driver can install on multiple computers. 
The process starts with registering your 

Mackie's Onyx 16401 console can interface with 
Pro Tools M-Powered 8 software via a free driver. 

mixer on mymackie.com. You're prompted via 
e-mail to download a driver/authorization pack¬ 
age. After you enter your mixer’s serial number, 
it generates a 20-digit license number and then 
a 32-digit authorization code. Then it asks for a 
“license key” number. After 20 minutes of enter¬ 
ing various combinations, I find out that “license 
key” is actually the authorization code. 

With the Mackie driver installed and after the 
M-Powered 8 install, I was ready to go. I loaded in 
a simple a cappella-plus-percussion session and it 
came right up. 1 tweaked the output assignments 
in Pro Tools to one bus per track, switched the 
mixer inputs to FireWire and immediately I had a 
complete analog mix up on the 1640i. Minutes lat¬ 
er, I was doing overdubs. There were no monitor¬ 
ing latency issues, and the combination of the nice 
preamps, Perkins EQ and familiar work surface 
for quickly setting up cue mixes and control room 
playback amenities made workflow a breeze. 

The Cal Perkins-designed 4-band, sweepable-
midrange input EQ is sweet and musical and 
can be switched into the channel FireWire send 
or be hardware-bypassed. The flexibility of the 

1640i’s analog design allows for various hardware 
mods, such as permanently routing the channel 
FireWire sends post-insert (these are normally pre¬ 
insert) or post-channel fader, if desired. In place of 
channel FireWire sends, the six aux sends, main 
stereo outs and four subgroups can be switched 
to route directly to the DAW. Combine these with 
multisource control room/headphone selection, 
and the 1640i is capable of all sorts of slick tricks, 
including track bouncing of DAW feeds to a stereo 
stem, analog summing and more. 

Taking the 1640i out for live recording was 
a pleasure. The 16 FireWire sends handled eight 
tracks of drums, two guitars, bass, stereo keys and 
three vocal channels, plus I had the option of send¬ 
ing the direct line outs (over D25) to the house sys¬ 
tem or doing an FOH and/or monitor mix right 
from the 1640i, with all tracks going simultaneous¬ 
ly to Pro Tools for transfer/later tweaking. 

This console is equally at home on the road, 
in the studio or permanently placed. Add in the 
Pro Tools M-Powered 8 software, and the result is 
a monster DAW package, whether used alone or 
with a larger Pro Tools rig. Ill 
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TOOLS FOR CREATION 
When it cornes to the B&H sales staff, knowledge and experience are a given. 

We offer unparalleled expertise and solutions for the Pro Audio professional. 

Visit our SuperStore in the heart of NYC, give us a call, or browse our newly 

expanded Web site featuring live assistance, and experience for yourself the 

most knowledgeable and helpful sales staff anywhere. 

420 Ninth Ave, NYC 
Visit Our SuperStore 

800-947-5508 
Speak to a Sales Associate 

bhphotovideo.com 
Shop conveniently online 



REVIEWS By George Petersen 

QSC K Series Loudspeakers 
P.A. System That’s Compact, Loud and Versatile 

I've used QSC’s HPR 122i powered speakers 
for several years in portable P.A. applications 
and have been impressed with their perfor¬ 
mance. So last year, when QSC debuted its K 
Series lightweight powered speakers, I was cu¬ 
rious to hear them. 

The K Series is offered as DSP-driven, 
powered two-way systems with 8,10 or 12-inch 
woofers, 1.75-inch compression drivers on axi¬ 
symmetrical waveguides and 500+500 watts of 
Class-D amplification. Other than increased 
bass response from the larger woofers and a 
2dB overall SPL output change, the main dif¬ 
ference in each is dispersion angle: K8,105 de¬ 
grees; K10, 90 degrees; and K12, 75 degrees. 
The two-way cabs are molded ABS with steel 
grilles, multiple M10 fly points, recessed alu¬ 
minum handles and Tilt-Direct™ pole sockets 
that adjust for a 0- or 7.5-degree downward tilt. 
The optional KSub powered subwoofer has 
two 500-watt amps driving dual transverse 12-
inch drivers in a compact, fourth-order band¬ 
pass birch plywood enclosure. 

Onboard DSP on all systems provides 
GuardRail™ driver/amp protection, preci¬ 
sion crossover action, DEEP™ (Digital Exten¬ 
sion and Excursion Processing) LF transient 
control, and complex FIR and HR filters with 
time/frequency/amplitude optimization. 

On the Road 
I tested a system with two KlOs and the KSub. 
The K10 has a flexible input panel and can mix 
two input sources (one switchable XLR combo 
mic/line input and a line input with combo 
XLR and RCA jacks) via two recessed gain pots 
and a post-gain line out for feeding the KSub or 

PRODUCT SUMMARV 

COMPANY: QSC 
PRODUCT: K Series 
WEBSITE: QSC.com 
PRICE: K8, S759; K10. $899; K12, $999; KSub, $1,200 
(MSRPs) 

PROS: Lightweight, 
compact, fast setup, 
natural sound, smooth 
coverage. 

CONS: Confusing input 
panel, no lock screw on 
pole-mount socket. 

The K Series line offers three main cabinets and an optional sub. 

a second K10. A series of arrows silkscreened 
on the panel is designed to make this easier to 
understand, but it left me (and several other 
people who used the system) more confused. 
A couple typos in the manual—referring to "fe¬ 
male direct output XLRs" when they’re actually 
male—didn’t help either. It all became clear a 
couple minutes later. Ironically, most users will 
never use the onboard mix functions anyway, 
although they’re nice to have just in case. (Note: 
QSC has since changed the panel to make them 
more clear.) 

I first used the two KlOs alone (no sub) for 
vocal reinforcement for a band in a fairly live 
medium-sized room. Volume-wise, the KlOs 
had no problem keeping up. 1 was surprised 
by the output of these little (20.4x12.6x11.8-
inch) 32-pound boxes. Kicking in the DEEP 
switch offered a nice bit of bass extension, 
and the 90-degree dispersion was even and 
smooth, with no off-axis roughness. Us¬ 
ing the 7.5-degree downward tilt on the pole 
mounts kept the sound where 1 wanted it. 
The KlOs have no locking screw to keep the 
speakers from rotating on the pole mount, 
but a little duct tape on the pole took care of 
that—not exactly elegant, but it worked. 

Next up was checking out the full sys¬ 
tem with the KSub. Tilt the KSub back and it 
moves easily on its large casters. An included 
pole threads securely into the sub to support 
a two-way box. Plug in a locking (or standard) 
AC cable, switch the K10 to “external sub’’ 
(100Hz highpass crossover), run an XLR cable 
between the two, and you’re ready to go. The 
KSub has switches for a DEEP circuit and po¬ 
larity reverse for tweaking phase. If I were im¬ 
pressed with the KlOs alone, adding the KSub 
created a monster, with huge—yet damped 
and controlled—bass. It’s hard to believe this 
much LF can emanate from a 26xl4x28-inch, 
74-pound enclosure. A friend of mine later 
tried the system for a portable DJ gig and was 
totally hooked. 

Give It a Go? 
Overall, the K system is a winner. The versa¬ 
tile top boxes easily handle smaller events alone 
or bring in a sub (or subs) for larger shows, 
and the axisymmetrical waveguides make the 
KlOs ideal for doubling as stage wedges. Setup 
is fast, and they’re loud, with an even, flat re¬ 
sponse throughout the listening area. Thumbs 
up on this one! Ill 
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moogerfoogers 

Check out the NEW Lunar Moogerfoogers from Moog Music! 

* Call or email to find out more information about the Lunar Moogerfoogers! 

NDVAMUSIK.COM 
Toll Free 1-877-290-6682 E-Mail: info@novamusik.com 
608 N.Broadway - Milwaukee,Wl. USA - S3202 -Tel.(414)270-1948 Fax (414) 270-0732 



ëch's Files 

Need Tubes? 
Advice of a Thermionic Nature 

Tube replacement is so physically easy that it’s often the first solution when 
something goes wrong. If a new tube doesn’t improve the sound, reduce the 
noise or eliminate the funky distortion, you’ll know to dig deeper into the 
circuitry—or have someone with experience do the digging. While externally 
friendly, safe and “warm,” tube circuits have some seriously high voltages 
(300V and higher) and multiple power supplies on the inside, so be careful 
when digging. 

In a condenser mic, the “head amp” tube has to be quiet; microphonics 
(the term used to describe a tube’s mechanical sensitivity) are far less 
important than in a combo guitar amp (a single cabinet that contains amp 
and speaker), but all of this comes before sonic qualities. Having tested at 
least 1,000 tubes for microphone applications, I am surprised by the number 
that are microphonie almost as much as you might be surprised that a newly 
made EH6072 could be quieter than a GE 5-star version. Nothing is forever 
in tubeville. 

That said. I built a simple “evaluator” (see Fig. 1) that allows me to scru¬ 
tinize head amp tubes more closely. While inspired by the need to audition 
subminiature tubes (AC701, 5703) outside of the narrow confines of some 
condenser mies, I also added sockets to test most varieties—from the venera¬ 
ble EF- and VF-14 to the 7-pin miniatures, as well as the 6072 and EF86.1 have 
yet to find a non-microphonic EF86—NOS or new—but there’s still time. 

UUhere and UUhat to Buy 
Buying a vacuum tube is not as easy as buying an iPhone—although the 
process can be similarly spendy. Before finding a good match, musicians 
audition several instruments; the same is true for vacuum tubes, which are 
available for purchase all over the Web at widely variable prices. Plain-vanilla 
sites will simply list the tubes and prices; others will provide more detailed de¬ 
scriptions. Most are selling the same newly manufactured tubes from Russia 
(Sovtek, Electro-Harmonix, Svetlana, Milliard, Tung-Sol, Genalex), the Slovak 
Republic (JJ) and China (Shuguang, Valve Art). 

NOS tubes are genuinely in short supply, some shorter than others 
as reflected by their prices. Some sellers practice all sorts of voodoo, such 
as freezing NOS tubes to realign all the metal parts. Others are simply re¬ 
branding some of the previously mentioned “parts.” I’d like to think that 
re-branding came after the tubes were tested and met a certain standard. 

The services you want to pay for are matching (for power tubes) and, 
while rarely available, noise and microphonics testing. Microphonics are 
not a number, but simply the results of a go/no-go tapping test. Low micro¬ 
phonics are especially critical when high-gain circuits meet combo amps. 

A vacuum tube’s Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) is short compared to 
a transistor or IC. That said, a quality re-seller should guarantee functionality 
and performance, and provide a replacement or your money back—assum¬ 
ing the problem is discovered within the seller’s very limited time window 
(and this may be further limited to preamp tubes only). So if you buy spare 
tubes in advance, test them right away. 

Testing for noise and microphonics is the easiest D.I.Y. process; the main 
prerequisite is having multiple tubes from which to choose. My money is on 

5703 5840 AC701 

Figure i: My D.I.Y. “Head Amp Evaluator" design will ultimately accommodate 

most of the common condenser mic tubes. A signal can be injected into all, 

with the output noise and response of each tube selectable via a rotary switch. 

buying more than what is needed. The degree to which the end-user can fùr-
ther analyze a vacuum tube is pretty much limited to the one-at-a-time audi¬ 
tioning process, which, unless you’ve got an A/B switch, will only reveal the 
most obvious sonic differences. 

The next step is test equipment. Tube testers essentially offer a more 
sophisticated go/no-go test. An oscillator and oscilloscope will reveal basic 
in-circuit performance. A dB meter and distortion analyzer will assist in 
quantifying what you hear. Beyond that, the one luxury all tube geeks would 
love to have is a curve tracer, a device that can reveal a tube’s full performance 
capabilities in such detail as to allow (with sufficient quantities) a perfect 
match to be found. 

UUhat Manufacturers Do 
We all know that buying in quantity can reduce per-unit cost. When combined 
with the need for consistent performance (and the luxury of time), the lot can 
be sorted, graded and even matched. Geeks need quantifiable evidence, hence 
the need for test equipment. In some cases, if s even necessary to build cus¬ 
tom test fixtures. This is especially true for vacuum tubes because test equip¬ 
ment manufacturers don’t see “tube users" as a viable market. 

For mission-critical tubes, people like Oliver Archut of TAB Funken-
works will tell you that no modem tube can match NOS, and this may be 
especially true for the tubes required by the V72-style preamps that his com¬ 
pany manufactures. Larry Janus of Tube Equipment Corporation relies on 
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by Eddie Ciletti 

a quartet of tightly matched NOS 6BA6 tubes to 
replace the two 6386 tubes (per channel) in his 
Fairchild 670 re-creation, the SR-71. 

In both cases, being a geek on a mission re¬ 
quires some prescient urge to hunt and gather, 
plus a lifelong research quest for documentation, 
NOS alternatives, custom-made parts and the abil¬ 
ity, desire and tenacity to D.l.Y. on a grand scale. 
Archut learned to make/rewire transformers 
while Janus modified/augmented a tube tester 
to improve the speed and quality of the matching 
process. (See Fig. 2.) 

Tube matching is essential in Fairchild-type 
compressor designs. “In remote-cut-off (variable 
Mu-style] compression circuits, there’s a need to 
match tubes at multiple bias points," Janus ex¬ 
plains. “Any imbalance between the tubes allows 
the control voltage to leak into the audio, which 
reveals itself as ‘thumping’ during gain reduc¬ 
tion. Unlike a fixed-bias circuit [such as a power 
amp], the remote cut-off stage is shifting bias dur¬ 
ing gain reduction and the pair of tubes needs to 
track at many bias points. In addition, both chan¬ 
nels of a stereo remote cut-off compressor must 
track equally well, or image shift will occur during 
gain reduction." 

Figure 2: The performance curves of a 6386 twin¬ 
triode (red) and a 6BA6 wired as a triode (green) 
are nearly identical— closer than samples of the 
same type might be— even if this image is too 
small to reveal subtleties. 

Although their products are very different, 
EveAnna Manley (Manley Labs) and Mike Spitz 
(ATR Magnetics) have similar D.l.Y. stories. “We 
have loads of experience with specific tube types— 
especially brands and lots that work exceptionally 
well in our circuits,” states Manley in her Web¬ 
site’s FAQ. “We have thousands of them in stock 
so that, after testing, we get a good enough yield 
to be able to sustain production for many, many 
years to come. Not all tubes are created equal. You 
can get a 1,000-piece lot of 1960s Phillips 12AT7s 

that are absolute trash. Brand-new Eis from Yu¬ 
goslavia will whoop ’em performance-wise and 
sonically.” Manley also cautions against shopping 
for “highly prized” tubes on eBay, instead recom¬ 
mending www.upscaleaudio.com for pre-tested re¬ 
placement tubes. Upscale’s site also contains a lot 
of useful general information on tube technology. 

The Humble Service Bench 
When a tube is not the problem, a tired, old 

carbon resistor or capacitor might be. If a 
high-gain circuit is noisy, then the plate re¬ 
sistor is suspect and should be replaced. If 
the sound is thin or oddly distorted, the cou¬ 
pling capacitor between stages—from plate 
to grid—may be the culprit and should be 
changed. Ill 

For more fun with Eddie Ciletti, visit www.tangible-

technology.com. 

'mann 

www.neumannusa.com 

NEUMANN.USA 
1 Enterprise Dr • Old Lyme, CT • 06371 

Tel: (860) 434-9190 

NewTLM 102 
Smart. Sweet. Powerful. 

The latest and greatest Neumann 
mic is now available! The 
new TLM 102 brings the big 
Neumann sound that you know 
and trust into the smallest 
and most affordable package 
you’ve ever seen for a Neumann 
Large Diaphragm Condenser 
microphone. 

► Budget conscious without 
compromising quality 

• Tech specs make the TLM 102 
incredibly versatile ■ your new 
‘go to’ mic 

► With a slight bump at 6 kHz, 
vocals shine 

> A full 13% smaller than the TLM 
103 makes the mic visually 
unobtrusive 

► Max SPL of 144 dB means this 
mic is great in front of loud 
sound sources like drum kits, 
guitar cabs and more! 

Also Available in matte black. 
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LIVE 

ET Live will host a wide range of events, including live music demonstrations, 
exhibitions, conferences and seminars (PA’s, audio mixing, wireless, power, 
rigging, staging, etc.) focused on the art and performance of a live event. 

ET Live is Back in Las Vegas to present 
multiple sound system demonstrations in a 
Real World Outdoor Performance Environment 
Up to 7 stages of continuous live equipment demonstrations 
• Line-Array Loudspeakers • FOH and Monitor Audio Consoles 
• Microphones • Amplifiers • Signal Processing 
• Large Screen Visual Monitors • Stages • Special Effects 

laishow.com et live 
October 18-24, 2010 • Exhibit Hall and ET LIVE: October 22-24, 2010 
Las Vegas Convention Center • Las Vegas, NV USA 
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MARKETPLACE 

(Apiernan 
xíudio 
(516) 334-7109 
www.colemanaudio.com 
coley@colemanau dio.com 

You've been chasing milliseconds & digits all night. 
Now it's 3am .... any clue where your levels are ? 

We can help. First step, come back to the analogue world. 

Cultivating Sound 
from Seed to Song 

GET NOTICED BY THE PROS 
Auditions now open! Songbloom.com is the virtual stage 
for instrumental and vocal auditions. Recording musicians 
can audition their self produced audio tracks for placement 
into monthly song projects. Free trial audition with coupon 
code MEMSB1 at www.songbloom.com (Winning artists will 
receive a free custom made drum track for their own project). 
Offer valid through August 1 
At songbloom we strive to place our songs in commercial settings for profit. 
Users who have helped create a song that is commercially sold and earning 
revenue will receive a payout according to their percentage of rights entitlement. 
Please see our terms www.songbloom.com/terms.aspx 

Sing Sweetly 
Introducing the Kei Song Sparrow 

Like all Kei mies, the Song Sparrow helps 
you make recordings that stand out and 
get noticed. You get a simple, no-frills 
design with high-grade components for 
smooth airy vocals and a classy modern 
sheen. Great on jangly acoustic guitar 
tracks, too. Comes with a 30-day money 
back guarantee. Just $349. 

Hear it at kelaudio.com 
or cal I (204) 783-0215 for more. 

<3^ 

^THONY DEMARIA 

ADL 670 STEREO TUBE LIMITER 

DESIGNED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE ORIGINAL FAIRCHILD 670 

22TUBES & I0TRANSFORMERS 

SALES / SERVICE I REPAIR 660 I 670 

845-255-4695 
WWWANTHONYDEMARIALABS.COM 
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MARKETPLACE 
Northern Sound & Light* 

“20th Anniversary” 

$50,000 
Gear giveaway! 

Register to win 
ONLINE OR IN PERSON 

Audio Grand Prize 
Avm COMPLETE MONITOR SYSTEM 

OVER 25 OTHER PRIZES 
FROM THESE FINE MANUFACTURERS 

audio-technica 

lllllllll 

tascam kk audio. (Hi Ssudcí>?«mInc dbx 
noouc’s 

Listen QTj SENNHEISER BATOR MACKIE. 

LEVITON IM FURMAN @ P»SCO 
YAMAHA 

88alo^ CHBUVET ® Production Intercom \ SHUHE Mi PreSonus 

ALTMAN _JBL_ ALLEN&HEATH lightr¿?nics. AUDIX 

MSL www.northernsound.net 
1-866-796-6232 

SWEEIWAVEAUD D 
• Discount Pro-Audio« 

S< mux kraft 

e ms 

shurie i A q 
it's Your Sound* " * Sonic Studio 

TEKniK 

1-877-258-0563 
Your favorite products. Your Pest price. 
AKG, Audix, Auraj^Audio-Technica, Avalon, 
B^fctri, Beyerdyn^fflc: DBX, Drawmer, Earthworks, 

EAVÁElectro-Voice, Focusrite, Furman, GnaRGfecs. 
Heil, J^E, K&M, L'Acoustics, Lab.gruppen, M Audio. 
Maçkiê, Presonus, ftfimacoustic, Radial Engineering, 

; Rane, Tannoy, Tascam. Ultimate, Violet 

...and MANY MORE! -

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 

-Aeorge Petersen 
(Editorial. Director, Mix Magazine) 

“Literally the only microphone 
on every session.” 
■ -Steve Albini 

IjOSEPHSON 

.heG5790 

"Fits into the drum kit like 
never before. The G5790 
has allowed me to get 
back to the classic 
snare sound I've 
always loved." 

- Greg Price 
Front Of House Engineer 
Ozzy Osbourne. Creed. 
Ozzfest 

G5790 modified sm57 
I .877.GAL-5790 
www.G5790.com 

by granelli audio labs 
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MARKETPLACE 
WHAT HAPPENS 
IN YOUR VOCALBOOTH 
STAYS IN YOUR VOCALBOOTH 

Professional Portable Performance 
Standard and custom sizes up to 16' X 16' 

www.vocalbooth.com I 866-330-6045 

FEATURING THE BEST OF 

Remix 
• Gear/Reviews 

• How-To 

• Managing Your Career 

• Artists and Interviews 

www.emusician.com 

AFTER 3 YEARS OF R&D, 
FINALLY, INTRODUCING 

Peluso mies 
and much more available from your pro audio experts: 

sonna pyre 

BEST GEAR BEST PRICES BEST ADVICE 
www.soundpure.com I sales@soundpure.com 

call toll free 888.528.9703 
A Pro ToolsIHD ChorterOok 

f ■•»EH 1^1 Ep 
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CLASSIHiœS__ 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer for your 
product or service. The classified pages of Mix. supply our readers with a valuable shopping 
marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order consumers have rights, and sellers 
must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, as well as various state laws. Mix shall 
not be liable for the contents of advertisements. For complete information on prices and 
deadlines, contact Corey Shaffer at (510) 985-3225 or Corey.Shaffer@penton.com. 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 

GretchKen Industries, Inc. 

Sound Recording Booths 
acoustic Products 
www.GretchKen.com 
800833-1554 OR 541-947-2602 

Use this Discount Code for any GK products: GKH/X 

The Ultimate Portable Vocal Booth 
The RealTraps Portable Vocal Booth ($299.99) 
is a complete solution for capturing clear, dry 
sounding vocals even in very live untreated 
rooms. Unlike other products you may have 
seen that are too small to be effective, the PVB 
comprises two large (2x2 foot) absorbing 
panels that attach quickly and easily to nearly 
any microphone boom stand. 

7 gotta admit, this thing is incredible. What a huge 
difference! I'm so pleased, you couldn't have a more 
satisfied customer!” —Richard Hilton, Chic 
keyboardist and engineer for producer Nile Rodgers. 

This is just one of many products RealTraps sells. See our web site for a wealth of 
product information, demo videos, and amazingly clear explanations of acoustics. 

Toll-Free ¡866-732-5872 mMv.RCAi.TRAPS.com 

Acoustics First 
www.acousticsfirst.com 

Materials to Control Sound 
and Eliminate Noise™ 

Toll Free 888-765-2900 

VOCALBOOTH .com" 
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE 

866-330-6045 
WWW. VOCALBOOTH. COM 

URWr 
58 Nonotuck St., Northampton, MA 01(162 
Info: (413) 584-7944 Fax: (413) 584-2377 
ORDER: 800-583-7174 

Acousticore Fabric Panels • 
Sound Barrier ■ Isolation Hangers 

Tube Traps • Silence Wallcovering • 
WhisperWedge • ProFoam • Clearsonic 

• Hushfoam • R.P.G. Diffusors • 

Sonex • Sound Quilt • More 
www.silentsource.com 
info@silentsource.com 

QUALITY » PRICED RIGHT • INTEGRITY 

SOUNDÆOOTH FOR 

THE 
423-585-5827 
800-200-8168 

RW^di., 

INC. om 
SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Portable 
11 „ £20^ 
Expandable 

www.whisperroom.com I 

EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

NEVE’" 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech-audio.com 

call toll free: 1-877-4-mlc-pre 

^ACOUSTIC Industry leader in 
sound control 
solutions for doors 
and windows. 

zero zerointernational.com 
718-585-3230 josephson.com 

JOSEPHSON ENGINEERING 

C700A 
Two-capsule condenser microphone 

Variable pattern 
For vocals, spot and far-field pickup. 

To advertise in the Mix or Electronic Musician 
Marketplace or Classifieds 

please call Corey Shaffer at 510-985-3225 
or email to Corey.Shaffer@penton.com 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

vrmnKvwnfflmrnmBBD 

THE NEW LIMINATOR COMPRESSORS 3Írfi61d3UdÍ0. COIV 

FURNITURE 

dream studio 
800.315.0878 

»•••ARGOSY* 
technical furniture 

www.argosyconsole.com 

INSTRUCTION 

JOBzone 
RECRUIT > RETAIN > EXPLORE 

It’s so much more than a job bank. 

Entertainment Technology’s JOBzone brings 
you the most user-friendly, network-wide on¬ 
line job bank that is exclusively dedicated to 
serving professionals in the Audio, Video, 
Broadcast, System Integration, Lighting, and 
Performance industries. With job recruitment 
as the next biggest growing area online, 
JOBzone ensures your company is part of 
this momentum! 

Start your search today. Hit the JOBzone link at : 

svconline.com 

MASTERING 

Studio VMR 
MIXING MASTERING RECORDING 

DON GRIFFIN 

708.267.2198 
312.286.5018 www.studiovmr.com 

f REÍ TEST 310.621.1896 

HANS 
MASTERI... 
ENGINEER 

SOUNDBITESDOG.COM 
EARS. GEAR & EXPERIENCE AT INDIE RATES 

MASTERING 
Guaranteed to give you 
that “Big Label” sound. 

gS $475^=a 
1-800-692-1210 

H Located in New York... Serving the USI ... Since 1989 
www.musichousemastering.com 

MUSICIANS 
AVAILABLE 

CUSTOM DRUM TRACKS 
for your project from Session 
Drummer Marc Norgaard. Worked 
with Alfred Publishing, Garsed, 
Gambale, Batió, more. Featured in 
Recording, Modem Drummer, Guitar 
Worid magazines. Rates as low as 
$100/song. Fast, easy process over 
the net. All inquiries receive a prompt 
reply! Visit www.marcnorgaard.com 
for more info. 

MICROPHONES 

NEW & VINTAGE MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

TEL/FAX: 007-495-9115565 
E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-net.ru 

www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

Electronic Musician 

www.emusician.com 

Mix 
For Rotes & Deadline 
Information, Call 
(510) 985-3225 
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The most powerful MOTU mobile studio ever 
Driven by Apple's all-new dual-core processors. Digital Performer achieves 

unprecedented blazing speed on Apple's latest MacBook Pros. Add exciting 

new third-party software and hardware to create your ultimate mobile studio. 

Digital Performer 7 

The new MacBook Pro family 
Faster processors. Faster graphics. Faster everything. 

With faster processors and faster graphics, the new MacBook Pro does everything in nothing flat. 

On the new 15- and 17-inch models, new Intel Core i5 and Core ¡7 processors boost performance up 

to 50 percent over the previous generation, with advanced features like Turbo Boost and hyper-threading 

across four virtual cores. Even the 13-inch model's Intel Core 2 Duo processors now reach speeds up 

to 2.66GHz, with a 1,066MHz frontside bus and 3MB of shared L2 cache. 

Euphonix Artist Series 
High-end console technology 

Together, MC Transport, MC Mix, and the new 

MC Control v2 give you access to almost every facet 

of your Digital Performer 7 project for an unprecedented 

"hands-on" editing and mixing experience. In-depth, 

custom-programmed support for the EuCon protocol 

brings Euphonix' high-end console technology to your 

MOTU desktop studio in a compact design that fits 

perfectly in front of your MacBook. 

MOTU UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid 
The world's first hybrid FireWire*USB2 I/O 

Connect to any current Mac or PC via either FireWire 400 or 

hi-speed USB2 and enjoy the same pristine audio quality and zero¬ 

latency on-board mixing performance either way. Includes classic reverb, 

modeled analog EQ, vintage compression, and advanced signal analysis 

tools including a full-screen real-time FFT display, a spectrogram 

"waterfall," an oscilloscope, an X-Y plot, and phase analysis. 

Techn«*0̂  

www.sweetwater.com MOTUBBB 
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McDSP Retro Pack 
Vintage-styled plug-in bundle 

Legendary McDSP processing is now AU and Digital Performer 

compatible! The Retro Pack plug-in bundle delivers vintage 

vibe and flavor with three plug-ins: the 4020 Retro EQ, the 

4030 Retro Compressor, and the 4040 Retro Limiter — all with 

a new output stage topology designed to eliminate digital 

clipping and deliver a smoother distortion characteristic. 

McDSP processing is the new must-have for your DP studio. 

BIAS Peak Pro 6 
Evolution of an award-winning standard 
Whether you're a musician, a sound designer, an audio editor, 

a multimedia producer, or a mastering engineer, Peak Pro 6 offers more 

creative potential than ever before. Used side-by-side or launched 

directly from within DP7, Peak Pro 6 streamlines your workflow with 

industry-renowned sonic quality and precision. For additional mastering, 

restoration, and DDP 2.0 delivery power, step up to Peak Pro XT 6. 

Miktek CV4 
Large-diaphragm tube condenser microphone 

The heart of the Miktek CV4's sound comes from its AMI BT4 transformer and 

original NOS Telefunken EF800 tube — producing a classic sound you'd expect 

from the earliest vintage tube microphones. The CV4 delivers that artist-pleasing, 

producer-pleasing "big sound." The bottom end is warm, tight, and big, 

complete with present and even mids. And the highs? Sweet and airy, 

indistinguishable from the most expensive mies in its class. 

Genelec 8040A 
Active bi-amplified studio monitor 

With performance comparable to much larger systems, but in 

a compact package, the bi-amplified Genelec 8040A is ideal for 

use in many MOTU studio situations where wide frequency 

response is needed but space is limited. Use the 8040A for 

nearfield monitoring in project/home studios, edit bays, 

broadcast and TV control rooms, and mobile production vehicles. 

(800) 222-4700 



"Q&A By Barbara Schultz 

Bit VornDick 

Bluegrass recording legend of¬ 

fers an engineer's view of the 

Nashville floods and recovery. 

How were you personally affected by the foods? 

I was speaking at Merlefest that weekend and 

D’Addario, one of the vendors, was tied to the 

Internet, and I saw pictures of the houses float¬ 

ing by and the trucks stopped on Interstate 24. 

When I came home, there was no power, and my 

exit—exit 199 on the west side of Nashville—that 

was it. Nothing was going west on Interstate 40, 

nothing was going north or south on Interstate 

24 or 65. There were 18-wheelers everywhere. 

They couldn’t go any farther. It was a couple days 

before the water had receded enough to open the 

Interstates. 

When you returned home, what did you see as 

far as damage in the recording community? 

There are artists who lost the majority of their 

instruments, which were stored at a [rehears-

al/storage/rental facility] called Soundcheck. 

Instruments and the equipment from a lot 

of major artists and touring groups was un¬ 

der water. Some of the historical facilities like 

Opryland and the Grand Ole Opry were flood¬ 

ed. The Opryland Hotel is probably not going 

to be back online until October, so the Opry 

is moving from venue to venue right now. 

They have shows Tuesday, Friday and Saturday 

nights. That’s amazing, with the logistics of 

moving the sound crew and recording equip¬ 

ment and putting the Opry live on the radio 

each night in different venues; that’s a job. 

I have a lot of artist friends whose instru¬ 

ments and studios were severely damaged. Just 

for example, 6,000 homes on the west side of 

town were flooded. That means there were quite 

a few home studios—mastering and recording 

studios—that were flooded. One of the hard¬ 

est things was dealing with sessions that were 

booked right after the flood. A lot of the musi¬ 

cians had their equipment in storage where 

the facilities flooded, and the musicians had to 

scramble because they couldn't get their equip¬ 

ment or it was damaged. 

Can you give me any exam¬ 

ples of studios that you know 

were damaged? 

I don't want to mention 

names because then people 

will say, "Oh, that place was 

flooded; I'm not going to 

book time there.1’ I don’t 

want to encourage that men¬ 

tality. But there was five or six 

feet of water in some studios. 

And artists whose road crews 

stored consoles in their base¬ 

ments—just destroyed. 

How are people coming back 

from this? 

Right now, six weeks after the flood, Down¬ 

town is back together and CMA week is going 

on with 50,000 or 60,000 people here. And 

Bonnaroo is coming off without a hitch. So 

that’s a good sign. 

One of the reasons Nashville didn't really hit 

the national news is because there wasn't any 

looting going on here or any big crime wave af¬ 

ter the flood. A slogan came out, "We are Nash¬ 

ville,’’ and you saw this on TV: Church groups 

and different organizations and corporations 

having their employees take off to join teams in 

different parts of the city and the surrounding 

counties. They helped victims move posses¬ 

sions out of their homes, take the wallboard out 

up to the level where the water was and strip out 

the floors because the sewers overflowed, so it 

was brown water. 

The teams were made up of all beliefs, all 

religions, all kinds of people, and there wasn’t 

any strife like there could have been in other 

parts of the world. Different churches brought 

in members from different parts of the country. 

Some of those groups are still here. I don't know 

anywhere else in the world where you would 

have this. 

instruments. 

What has been the AES and NARAS' part in 

helping musicians and engineers recover? 

MusiCares is here, and they've stepped up big-

time. AES Nashville has gotten a lot of calls, and 

the Nashville Engineers Relief Fund, which the 

Audio Masters [golf tournament] supports, are 

helping some people. The Nashville Musicians 

Union also has a fund to help musicians. 

What about some of the artist-driven assis¬ 

tance? We’ve heard the story about Keith Urban 

offering to come with a broom to help with the 

cleanup. 

Immediately within a couple days of the flood, 

Vince Gill had a telethon on WSM, the NBC af¬ 

filiate here, and all kinds of artists came and 

performed and answered the phones, raising 

millions of dollars. There have also been many 

other benefit concerts, as well. Dolly Parton gave 

$250,000. 

What else do you want the community outside 

to know about how the recovery is going and 

what’s needed? 

Nashville is taking care of itself. Musicians are 

helping musicians. But there's still a lot to do. Ill 

Luthiers have come in from all over the state 

to help repair instruments. They're starting on the 

historical instruments that were in different exhib¬ 

its and the ones at Soundcheck that were vintage 

Help members of the recording community af¬ 

fected by the foods in Tennessee, or apply for aid: 

www2.grammy.com/MusiCares/NashvilleFI00d 

Relief. 
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^Musician's Friend 
Best Selection, Price & Service. Guaranteed Friend Us. Fan Us. Follow us for 

weekly deals just for you. 

SHARING YOUR LOVE FOR MUSIC SINCE 1983 
Meet these musicians and find out more about their gear 

and music at musiciansfriend.com/ourbands 

musiciansfriend.com 800.776.5173 



HYBRID TECHNOLOGY 

The UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid delivers another industry first from MOTU: 

Combined FireWire and USB2 connectivity in a single audio interface. 

The result? The most versatile audio I/O ever made. For both Mac OS X 

and Windows 7/Vista, the UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid gives you innovative engineering, 

pristine audio quality, powerful mixing/processing, rock-solid performance, 

and native 32- and 64-bit driver support for all your favorite audio software. 

MOTU 
motu.com Ultra Utemk3 HYBRID 

FW»USB2 
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